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June 20,1989 

Dear Mr. Garrison, 
i 

I've just finished ON THE TRAIL OF THE ASSASSINS and simply 

had to express my admiration and gratitude. ~~miration because you 

really kept the reader out there on the chase with you~ And grat-

itude for your efforts in tracking do~n facts peo~le have been telling 

us for years 'we'd probably never know'. 

Irt so many ways the assassins de-railed the country when the' 

murdered the presi~ent. With a lot of luck ~nd a few more patriots 

like you maybe we can someday get our cotr~try back. 

Thankyou and congratulations 

Tom Leopold 
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C!!nurt_ Df .Appeal · 
WILLIAM V; REDMANN 

CHIE,. ;JUDGE 

·JAMES c, .GULOTTA· . · ' · 

PATRICK.·M . SCHOTT ·. 

JIM GARRISON · 

FOURTH CIRCUIT 

STATE OF LOUISIANA 
210 CIVIL COURTS BIJILDING 

421 LOYO!-A AVENUE 

DANIELLE ' A . SCHO-.:T . 

CLERK OF COURT 

DENIS A •. BARRY · 

ROBERT _J . KLEES NEW ORLEANS.: LOUISIANA 70112 
. WILLIAM H. BYRNES. Ill · 

PHILIP C . . CIACCIO 

ROBERT L~ LOBRANO . 

CHARLES R: WARD 
December l61 198~ 

DAVID R • . M. WILLIAMS 

JOAN BERNARD ARMSTRONG 

JUDGES · 

Ms. Kathy Kiernan 
Assi~tant_to Mr. Philip Pochoda, Publisher 
PRENTICE .HALL PRESS 
c/o Gulf -& Western Building 
One Gulf & Western Plaza 
New. York, New York 10023 

Dear Kathy: 

Re: _COUP D'E~AT 

Enclosed you will find a new Title Page along with an 
updated Table of Contents which ·contains ~he ultimate chaptet 
titles .• 

In addition,. enclosed is the material which you 
requested: Pag~s 35 of ·chapters 1; l and 4. Als6 enclosed are 
the requested footnotes for Chap~er One, Two (updated), Three, 
Four (updated) and Five. 

I aiso enclose an updated . version 6f Ch~pter Two which 
I have revised in order to make the description of President 
Kennedy's neck wound more -accurate. 

Sincerely 

Enclosures ·t--h---
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C!hmrt of App.eul 
WILLIAM V. REDMANN 

CHIEI' JUDGE 

FOURTH CIRCUIT 

STATE OF LOUISIANA 
DANIELLE A. SCHOTT 

CLERK OF COURT 

JAMES C. GULOTTA 

PATRICK M. SCHOTT 

JIM GARRISON 

210 CIVIL COURTS BUILDING 

421 LOYOLA AVENUE 

DENIS A. BARRY 

ROBERT J. KLEES 

WILLIAM H. BYRNES, Ill 

PHILIP C. CIACCIO 

ROBERT L. LOBRANO 

CHARLES R. WARD 

DAVID R. M. WILLIAMS 

NEW ORLEANS. LOUISIANA 70112 

December 15, 1986 

JOAN BERNARD ARMSTRONG 

JUDGES 

Mr. Philip M. Pochoda 
Publisher, Editor-in-Chief 
PRENTICE HALL PRESS 
c/o Gulf & Western Building 
One Gulf & Western Plaza 
New York, New York 10023 

Dear Phil: 

Re: COUP D'ETAT 

Enclosed is Chapter 13 -- the last chapter of the book 
-- along with the footnotes. 

I had in mind a summarizing chapter but I decided that 
this was no time to write a dull one. I believe that the way 
it turned out is more provocative and yet very relevant. At 
least, so it seems to me. 

Kathy called and gave me a list of pages and notes 
which are missing. We are getting these together and should 
have them off to you quickly. (All of my material, for security 
reasons, is not located in one place. In fact, with the acqui
sition of a paper shredder, we have become a small counter
intelligence agency). 

I am delighted to learn that Sylvia Meagher is going 
to help with the book. 

Regards, 

Enclosures 

cc: Mr. Peter Miller 
Peter Miller Agency, Inc. 
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<!tnurt nf .Appeal 
WILLIAM V. REDMANN 

CHIEf' JUOOI: 

FOURTH CIRCUIT 

STATE OF LOUISIANA 
DANIELL£ A . SCHOTT 

CLERK OP' COURT 

JAMES C . GULOTTA 

PATRICK M. SCHOTT 

JIM GARRISON 

210 CIVIL COURTS BUILDING 

421 LOYOLA AVENUE 

DENIS A . BARRY 

ROBERT J . KLEES 

WILLIAM H. BYRNES. Ill 

PHILIP C . CIACCIO 

ROBERT L. LOBRANO 

CHARLES R. WARD 

DAVID R. M . WILLIAMS 

NEW ORLEANS. LOUISIANA 70112 

November 20, 1986 

JOAN BERNARD ARMSTRONG 

JUOOI:8 

Mr. Philip M. Pochoda 
Publisher, Editor-in-Chief 
PRENTICE HALL PRESS 
c/o Gulf & Western Building 
One Gulf & Western Plaza 
New York, New York 10023 

Dear Phil: 

Enclosed is Chapter 12. 

Re: COUP D'ETAT 

Of course, it is far too long. My original objective 
in so completely re-writing it was to show, in the penultimate 
chapter, what really had never fully been brought out effec
tively before. I wanted to show in detail how the effort to 
incriminate Oswald, with regard to Officer Tippit's murder, 
could be seen as clarifying the major project (in which the 
assassination sponsors and the Dallas homicide unit, under 
Captain Fritz, so clearly had worked together). 

However, what I might have more . successfully succeeded 
in showing is that it takes a lot of pages to describe the 
deception involved. I also succeeded in showing, undeniably, 
that ultimately a writer needs an editor. 

Nevertheless, I don't believe the effort was wasted. 
I think you will find some interesting material in Chapter 12. 
Footnotes to follow in a few days. 

Sincerely, 

Enclosure 
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November 20, 1986 
Page Two 
Mr. Philip M. Pochoda 

P.S. Perhaps, one of the solutions to cutting the 
chapter's length is to move the Section concerning the origin 
of "A. Hidell" forward to an earlier location, where the 
meandering anecdote will not use up so much space in such an 
important chapter as this one, which immediately precedes the 
final summing up. 
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WILLIAM V. REDMANN 

CHIEF JUDGE 

JAMES C. GULOTTA 

PATRICK M. SCHOTT 

JIM GARRISON 

DENIS A. BARRY 

ROBERT J . KLEES 

WILLIAM H. BYRNES, Ill 

PHILIP C. CIACCIO 

ROBERT L. LOBRANO 

CHARLES R. WARD 

DAVID R. M . WILLIAMS 
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FOURTH CIRCUIT 

STATE OF LOUISIANA 
210 CIVIL COURTS BUILDING 

421 LOYOLA AVENUE 

NEW ORLEANS. LOUISIANA 70112 

November 14, 1986 

Mr. Philip M. Pochoda 
Publisher, Editor-in-Chief 
PRENTICE HALL P~ESS 
c/o Gulf & western Building 
One Gulf & Western Plaza 
New York, New York 10023 

Dear Phil: 

Re: COUP 

Thank you for your letter, which I received today. 

I have no objection whatsoever to the confirming 
research being done by Sylvia Meagher. With regard to the 

DANIELLE A . SCHOTT 

CLERK OF COURT 

Warren Commission (as well as the House Sub-Committee on 
Assassiations), she is not merely an acknowledged expert-- but 
the acknowledged expert. I have admired her for her scholar
ship a long time an~ continue to do so. 

I was concerned, however, when she first was proposed 
because she has on several occasions expressed some hostility 
toward me -- for reasons quite obscure to me. However, if it 
is felt that this will not interfere with her objectivity with 
regard to the work product -- and I do not see why it should -
then she should be excellent. 

I hope she is amenable because I would choose her for 
her intellectual honesty. 

Sincerely, 

cc: Mr. Peter Miller 
' PETER MILLER AGENCY, INC. 
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Prentice Hall Press 
A Div1s1on of Simon & Schuster. Inc. 

November 11, 1986 

Jim Garrison 
Court of Appeal, Fourth Circuit 
State of Louisiana 
421 Loyola Avenue, Room 210 
New Orleans, LA 70112 

Dear Jim Garrison, 

(And I would love to write "Jim" if you will write "Phil.") 

I am pleased to receive your revised chapters in good time. As soon 
as I receive the final chapter, I will begin my intensive editorial 
review. 

As to the outside vetting: I am, as I wrote with the contract, 
committed to having the book read by an acknowledged expert on the 
assassination, one unburdened by previous political committments. 
Of the three names I had submitted to you, Peter Miller tells me 
that you have an objection to Anthony Summers. I am happy to honor 
that, and will, therefore, use either Sylvia Meagher (who everybody 
seems to agree has the greatest grasp of all the relevant events and 
personalities) or Peter Dale Scot~ if either is amenable. I am sure 
that the list of six names you proposed to me can be of substantial 
help later in promoting the book, but I do not think they will serve 
the current purpose of disinterested critical readers. 

Very truly yours, 

~ifll 
Philip M. Pochoda 
Publisher, Editor-in-Chief 

cc: Peter Miller 

.... ··· ... 
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THE LOUISIANA MINERAL LEASE 

A consideration of its nature and place 
in the property structure 

of the State 

By 

JAMES C . . GARRISON, LL.B., M.C.L. 

NEW ORLEANS 
19~6 

·, 



.-.. 

The terin "lease" ·describes a long established transac-: 
. tion in the property systems of .. both the common law and: 
the Civil law. It is also used io identify the distinctive 
and relatively modern. legal · instrument through which the 
oil and gas operator acquires the privilege of attempting 
miner~l production from another's land and of retaining 
a substantial portion of that which is produced. The re
lationship thus set :UP is the necessary result of the fact 
that the technic"al kn.owledge, 'the expensive equip~ent,_ 
and the financial resources incident to exploration_ and 
drilling for petroleum are . seldom_ in the same hands as 
the land whiCh harbors th,e mineral. Because the; oper
ator has no really close co'unte~a:~ in the prior economic 
structures out of whiCh the law has · developed, some dif
ficulty has ~ccompanied . the classification of thi~ .in
strtiment of recent arrival. The solution has largely been 
by reference to one of th.e. categories of the . property 
order settled before th~ arrl~al of p~troleum as an · in
dustry .. 

A near r~lative, ·and also born ,of unique economic r~
quirement; is the mineral "deed" or conveyance. The dif
ference between the lease and the sale of mineral rights, 
from the point of view of the interest granted, might be 
broadly generalized by saY!ng that the latter trans
action has a more permanent effect. However; the 
variety of opinion from one jurisdiction to another makes 
such a sweeping description of. little value.1 For this reason 

1 In Texas. and Mississippi, t:or example, the lease grants an 
estate in fee simple. It is, however, - a fee simple which is ex
posed to a limitation, _and thus is a "determinable" one.. See, 
Stephens County v. Mid-Kansas Oil & . Gas Company, 113 Texa8 
160, 254 SW 290 (1923) and Stokely v. State ex rei Knox, At
torney General, 149 Miss. 435, 115 So. 563 (1928). See also: 
Walker, Nature of the Property Interests Created by an Oil and 

---· ·- •• -. _-..-.-~- :0 .... ~ ·· - - ·.- --'--- '----~-------- -" - · -~~-.--- - ~ -··~--· - - -.... ..... -· - ---~-
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a Ci,Qns.ic}e:r;~tton ol the nc:ttwe-,of the· le~s_IDg arrc:tnge:rnent 
sh~n,tld · incl11<;le an e~amjnc:t.tiQn of tb_e fundlll!lent<;tl theories 
Q!- ownership which under:lje and influen~e contracts 
anticipating search for and discovery of oil. 

I. OWNERSIUP ,OF MINERALS. 

The "ownership" doctrjne of ~neral interests prevails 
in the majority of oil States, :wh_ich is to ,say tha.t ,these 
jurisdictions regard oil and gas as being receptive to 
ownership in place and prior to possession, by analogy 
to the more solid minerals of the earth. The. other .States 
maintain that, because of its possibly fugacious character, 
petroleum can not be owned before the phy&ical re:
duction to possession. The former jurisdictions -may be 
divided into those which regard the ownership ·as. ab
solute2 and those which regard it as qualified. The dis
tinction is not too vital as each view s~s the . estate as 
corporeal, but the "qualifying" States emphasize the 
relative mobility of this particular mineral by taking the 
pos~ition that ,since one would no longer ·own the. gas and 
oil .if it should move away,: then one. can ne:ver have a full 
degree of ownership. 

G~s Lease in Texas, 7 Texas L. Rev. 539 (1928); Comment, 13 
M1ss. L. J. 427-44; 3;nd CoJ?l':llent, 19 Miss. L. J. 291 (1947~1948).. 
On the other hand, m Lomsmna the sale of mineral .rights gives 
one but a right of servitude subject to expiration following 'ten 
yea~s non-use. See Frost-Johnson Lumber Co. v. S11.llings' Heirs,. 
150 La. 756, 91 So. 207 (1922). 
2 In. the States where ownership of oil .and gas is absolute, 
two alternatives are possible as to what is granted by the lease. 
The in~truinent may grant a profit a prendre or it may grant 
w:hat. would be impossible in non-ownership jurisdictions-namely, 
a corporeal estate. The difference is not in the time limitation, 
for- a profit a prendre need have none, but is in the fact that ·to 
r~eive . the lease which grants the. corporeal estate is to acquire 
t.itle to real prop_erty. 
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n has ·been said3 that. the diversity of coinmon law 
opinions regarding oil and gas ownership :would have 

· long since passed away· had the "correlative rights" con
ception by which oil production is increasingly becoming 
controlled ·been earlier understood and applied to owner
ship. A new system built upon collective ownership of 
the pool by the various surface owners might have grown 
up. However, such did not develop to be the property 
law. Rather, the highly individualistic rule of capture was, 
from the start, the basic conception for determining own
ership of the oil and gas.4 ·This is still the controlling 
theory in most jurisdictions today. 

However, in Louisiana there .has been accomplished 
a method of' collective ownership of the pool5 which 
parallels the modern geological understanding that an 
oil reservoir is ''a natural. unit in which the common 
supply of .oil and gas . accumulated during geological 
periods without respect to surface property lines and 

3 Glassmire, Law of Oil and Gas Leases and 'Royalties (1938), 
p._ 31 et seq. 
4 Under this "rule", ·landowner A may, through a well on his 
property, remove oil and gas from the domain of adjoining land
owner B. It is interesting to note that certain provisions of the 
Louisiana Civil Code correspond quite closely to lhis common 
law idea of capture. . Article 3415 provides: "Wild beasts, birds, 
and all the animals which are bred in the . sea, the air or upon 
the earth, do, as soon as they are taken, become instantly by the 
law of nations the property of the captor; for it is agreeable 
to natural reason tha:t those things which have no owner shall 
become the property of the first occupant." Article 3420 de
scribes a rule of capture in which discovery, rather than posses
sion, is the test: "Those who discover or who find precious 
stones, pearls and other things of that kind, on the sea shore or 
other places where it is lawful to search for them become masters 
of them." This article, applied to oil and gas exploration con
ceivably could have supported an extension of the idea of capture 
-that title to an underlying reservoir becomes his who discovers 
it. 
«> See Louisiana Act No. 157 of 1940, Section #9. 
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fences."-6 Under this system of unitized ·operation the var
i.ous property owners share proportionately the oil removed 
from the reservoir. An even broader concept of. collective 
ownership which might . have · emerged---development 
through · concession-failed to ·.beCome . establ~shed in 
this country.' 

. The actual application . of .the · ownership and · non- , 
ownership ideas described above . may be seen -in the ad
joining States of Texas, ·Lo:uisiana ·and Mississippi.: Texas 
represents the extreme. view . of absolute .OWnership of 
minerals separate from the earth; and Mississippi has 
modeled itself ·after Texas. 8 In Louisiana there · is no 
8 

. Quoted. from "Oil and Gas PrOductioh ; An .IDt~d~ctocy Guide 
to ·Producti?n T~hniques and Conser:v'ation Methods", · compiled 
b! the Engm~_en~g Committet;. In!ersta~e Oil Compact Commis~ 
~Ion, and pubhshed by the University of Oklahoma Press (1951) . 

. . In France by an act of ~1 . April, 1810, it was provided that 
while the surface owner "owned" . all that lay beneath only the 
State could exercise control ·over its disposition. ' Co~sequently 
development of the minerals required a concession from the State: 
See Amos and Waldren, Introduction to French Law (1935), pages 
91, 92. See Article 552, The Fre,nch Civil Code, translated by 
~achard (1930) con~erning the restrictive effect of rirlne regula
tions upon. own~rshtp .. At Roman law ~he !~downer originally 
had exclusive rights With·. ref~rence to mines, but in· time it be~ 
ca.me necessary .to -pay a toll to the emperor~ See Cooper's In
stitutes of Justices, page 462; 'quoting · in translation from the 
Digests 7.1.13.5 (.published by J. T. Voorhis, New York, 1852). 
8 · See Stephens County v. Mid-KanSas Oil and Gas Company 
supra note 1, and Stokely v. State ex rei Knox, Attorney General' 
supra note 1. Also see· Koenig v. Calcote, 25 So. (2d) 763. Btit 
see Pace v. State, 4 So. (2) 270 (1941). ·Texas and Mississippi 
are among the few States in which the mineral lease grants an 
~state · of such high degree. . Specifically, a "determinable fee" 
IS seen as granted, which means that the estate 'is as ·one in fee 
simple but for the possibility of determination upon the occur
rence of an event. Both States rejected the profit a prendre 
alternative, the latter using as its springboard the basic Texas 
decision cited in note 1 supra. In Mississippi, it 'was found in 
Stern v. Great Southern Land Company, 148 Miss. 649, 114 So. 
739 (1927), that rirlneral interests generally could be separately 
owned, and in Stokely v. State ex rei Knox, Attorney General; 
supra note 1, that the mineral lease vested title to the petroleum 
below. 
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separate ownership although the underlying theory . for 
this is not the same as in the other jurisdictions main
taining that view. 

a. The "ownership" concept. 

The . concept of separate o~ership ~f m_iner.als, , pow
ever, did put in a relatively early appearance in Louisia~a 
miner~ law. In the 1918 case of De Moss v. Sample et .al,~ 
the. Supreme Court held ,that . the elem~nts of · o~nership 
~ land cquld pe severed,_ a~d that the .oil, gas and mineral 
rights could · be excepted. from a sale so that their title 
remained in the former landowner. The court indicated 
that while . ordinarily the oil ·and gas in the earth were 
not the . su_bject of separate ownership, the o~er "may 
disme~ber his ownership · an~ sell ~is la:nd, excepting 
and reserving to himself, the oil, gas and mineral rights 
.therein. Or he may sell the ·coal to one, iron to another, 
and so on." 

The court s~med to suggest that the difference be
tween a sale and a lease of mineral rights should be that 
in the former instance an ownership distinct from that 
of the surface was granted. A previous enunciation 

. . . . ' ' 

against the ownership theory in the decis_ion of Rives v. 
Gulf Refining Ccnitpany. of Loui~aria,I0 . it dismissed a,s 
limited to the lease involved in that case. 

The vendors in the _De Moss case; had segmented the 
property into horizontal plaries, givi~~ . the ! pl~intiff ali 
surface .rights and keeping !or the~s~lve!? certain plane~ 

II 
10 

143 La. 243, 78 So. 482 (1918). 
133 La. 178, 62 So. 623 (1913) . . 
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below. It is common, the· court commented, for a land
owner to convey coal or other ·. minerals below the sur
face, and in such cases . the selier still owns "from the cen
ter of the earth to the bottom of the part sold. . .and from 
the top of the part sold' to . the . clouds·." 

Arid· the following year; in Calhoun v. Ardis1\ when the 
plamtiff contended in his p·etition ~hat it was not legally 
possible for land· to be sold separately from the oil and 
gas below it and that oil and gas were not capable of own
ership before reduction to possession, the Supreme Court 
rejected the argument without dissent, replying: 

Whatever doubt may have existed in this State 
as to the right of an owner of lands to dismember the 

·property and vest the ownership of the soil in one 
persOn, and that of the minerals which might be 
situated beneath the surface of' the soil in another 
person, or retain it in himself, was· definitely set at 
rest by the decision of this court in the case· of' De 
Moss v. Sample~ That decision controls · the present 
case; it is sound and logical, and further consideration 
only serves to convince us of our_ correctness. 

But this firm stand was the court's last - in defense of 
separate ownership, and that position was subsequently 
undertaken only by · the argument of an unsuccessful 
litigant or in a dissenting opinion. 

A detailed argument for application of the ownership 
theory was made in the partial dissent of Chief Justice 

. _Monroe, in the 1921 rehearing of Frost-Johnson Lumber 
Co. v. Nabors Oil & Gas Co.12 The majority opinion had 

11 144: La. 311,80 So.- 548 (1918). 
11 14:9 La. 100, 88 So. 723 (1921). 
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conduded that the deed involved in the case· con~eyed not 
ownership of the "fugitive;' minerals, but only the real 
right of entering and exploring. it had stated that oil -
and gas ownership was not- consistent With the "primary" 
definition of ownership given in Article 488· of the Civil 
. Code providing that: 

Ownership is the right by which a thing belongs 
to someon·e in particUlar,. te the exclusion of all other 
persons. 

With this view Monroe's dissent clashed. Regardless, he 
declared, of what the recent legislation in Indiana or other 
States provided, for more than a century the Louisiana 
law has said that "the ownership of the_ soil carries with it 
the ownership of all that is directly above and under it." 
This language he regarded a:s too plain to allow the 
exclusion of oil and gas from its coverage. Any change 
would have to be brotight · about by the Legislature. 

Furthermore, Monroe, contended, in Louisiana minerals 
have been found neither at large nor in reservoirs of such 
a nature as to permit substantial freedom of movement. 
The manner of confinement of a particular mineral for-

. ""'\ 

mation is a question of fact and not well enough known-
nor _sufficiently agreed upon publicly to be regarded as 
a matter for judicial cognizance. Even assuming that 
the minerals do shift from one place to another, he con• 
tinued, and con~equently become the_ property of different 
persons .at different times,- the courts should decide each 
problem as it arises instea:d of gqing $o fa:r as' to deny the 
susceptibility to ownership of property which has been 
declared to have that attribute~ ·He P<>mted out that fish, 
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bees and -pigeons can c:tiange their ownership with great 
frequ~ncy, citing Civil Code Apticle 51913 ·as an example 
of the "primary" definition of ownership giving way 

. to other considerations. Thus, he argued,_ Article 488 was 
not to be regarded as the Code's only definition of owner
ship. 

He indicated that in other jurisdictions there is "ab
solute" and "conditional" ownership (as in Louisiana, un
der Article 490 of the Civil Code there is ,-'perfect" and 
·"imperfect" ownership). As we have imperfect ownership 
for things not yet existent-unborn animais and future 
crops, 14 for instanc~so . can we have it for . things -the 
e~is~nce of which, although real, is yet unknown. · 

Chief Justice Monroe closed his argument for the ap
plication of the ownership d.ocirine in Louisiana _by 
s~ying that a separate_ estate .shoul~ have been seen as 
created. by th,e mineral_ reservation in the case and, at the 
same time, a praedial servitude as. having been created up
on the surface .for the benefit of the n~w separate estate. 

But this viewpoint was not in ·accord with what was 
already becoming a solidly · established doctrine in. Lou
isiana. The non-ownership theory has never been seriously 
challenged since the De Moss and Calhou.n salients. It iS 
true that in the 1942 case of Coyle v. North American Oil 
Consolidated, 111 the argument was attempted· that separate 
18 Artic.le. 519, .La. Civil Code of 1870, provides that: "Pigeons, 
bees or ftsh, whteh go from one pigeon house hive or fish pond 
into another pigeon house, hive. or fish pond, belong to the owne; 
of those things; Provided, such pigeons, bees or fish have not 
been attracted either by fraud or artifice." · · . · 
14 See Article 2450, La. Civil Code of 1870. 
111 201 La. 99, 9 So. (2d) 473 (1942).- See also Article 2- Pro~ 
posed Louisiana ·Mineral Code,_ note infra.. - . ' .. 
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strata of oil sands should be regarded as completely sep:..; 
arate oil fields, however neither the proponent of this 
idea nor the court turned in the direction of the- separate 
mineral estate. The court used the lease contract as· the 
basis for finding that by the agreement the two strata in-

. .. 
volved could not be held as disconnected with respect t~ 
the production . requirements of the lease. Impliedly, had 
the r parties so arranged in the instrument disUnity could 
have obtained, for the purpose of _forcing the lessee 
to drill and produce from both strata of oil 1:>earing sand. 

: It has also been attempted by litigants, in several in
stances, to assert that the mineral lease or deed granted a 
corporeal i:hterest. The Supreme Court's r~jedion of this is 
in harmony with the basic t~eo~y of non-ownership. In 
Gulf Refining Company of Louisiana v. Hayne, et al,t6 

when an oil lessee attempted to sue the ~essor (and lessor's 
co-owners) for a partition in kind of the leased land, 
the court answered that only an owner could sue a co
owner for :partition, and that _the plaintiff-lessee was not 
an owner of a portion of the estate ·even though he did 
own a ·right permitting the exploration for and extrac
tion of oil. The court stated that while it might recognize 
his rights · resulting frolrt the mineral lease, it could not · 
place the plaintiff in actual corporeal possession of an . 
undivided interest in the land. _ His right, it was stated, 
was only an abstract right and did not bear upon a specific 
property. 

The court's refutation of . corporeality was even more 
direct in Wemple v. Nabors Oil & Gas Company.11 The 

16 138 La. 555, 70 So. 509 (1916). 
17 154 La. 483, 97 So. 666 (1923). 
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. plaintiff complained of slander of :his title by the defend
ants' . asserting a claim to all t~e minerals underneath 
his land. He contended that the defendants' "mineral 
estate" was a servitud_e and incorporeal in nature, c:md 
that it consequently had :prescribed through ten years non .. 
use. The defendant argued that the oil and gas was a dis
tinct property from the surface or the earth proper and 
thus was subject to separate ownership. 

The court ~de specific reference to the DeMoss and 
Calhoun · expressions in favor of the separate mineral 
es~ate, cl(issifying them as "purely obiter" arid . st:a.ting . 
that these cases c_omprise the only instances of. such 
recognition. Louisiana's Civil law, it said, permits but 
two .kinds of estates-the c~rporeal,. which is ownership, 
and the incorporeal, which is servitude ·and. usufruct. Ate. 
tempts to add extraneous ideas of "land tenures" to these 
simple· Civilian principles accordingly must be steadily re
pulsed. Consequently, the court. held, th~ .incorporeal in
terest of the defendant had terminated because of non
user. 

b.. The "non~ownership" col)cept. 

The State of Oklahoma offers an example of the non
ownership doctrine in a common l;:tw jurisdiction. There, 
no . matter how the. granting clause is phrased, the lease 
grants an incorporeal hereditament.18 This means that, 
while .it is inheritable, it is only a right that is conveyed 
and not a ·cori?_oreal estate. The conclusion is the same 
even when the instrument is so worded a~ to purport 

18 See leading Oklahoma case, . Rich V; Doneghey, 177 Pac. 86. 
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. to grant ownership of the minerals, for the reason that the_. 
landowner is seen as having none to pass on. This "ex
clusive right" is more than the personal right which the 
Louisiana mineral lease seems to grant, 19 in that it is an 
interest in the land. Since it is such an interest and for a 
period of years, the right is often termed a "chattel real." 
Named from the point of view of its nature, the right is 
usually called a "profit a prendre" -that is to say' "a 
right to take from an~ther's land a part of the soil or of the 

products of the soil."20 

The most often cited opm10n for non-ownership has. 
. been that of the United States Supreme Court in Ohio 

Oil Company v. Jndiana.21 An Indiana statute had made it 
a penal offense for the possessor · of an oil well or a gas 
well to permit any of the gas or oil to ·escape following a 
certain ·period after bringing the well in. ·In determining 
the constitutionality of the law the court found the 
question to hinge upon whether or not the minerals ·cotild 
be owned by a person while they were still in the earth. 
If they could not be so. owned and if physical possession 
were a prerequisite to the responsibility contemplated by 
the statute then such state control could be refuted as to 
Jn ~nd gas not yet ' reduced to possession. The court _held 
that while · the petroleum was at large underground it 
could not "belong to . someone in particular ~o the ex
clusion of all other persons." It described oil and gas as 
being quite different from other minerals beneat~ the 
earth: "They liav:e·no fixed situs under a particular portion 
of the earth's surface within the ar~a where they obtain. 

19 Under the holding in Gulf v. Glassell, note infra. 
20 Tiffany, Real Property (1940), p. 574, 577. · 
21 177 U . S. 190, 20 Sup. Ct. 576, 44 L. Ed. 729 (1900). 
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They .have the power, as it were, of self:-transmission." 

In Loui~iana the 1916 c~se of Hanby v. Texas-22 caused 
the Louisiana court to analyze · the . character of mineral 
rights~ with interesting dicta resulting. The sale of an in-
terest in mi;nerals, it was stated, does not convey any title 
in th.em. It does, however; convey the right to use the sur
face. of the property, the c_ourt continued, so that. the 
minerals might be reduced to ·possession. But no . other 
right could be conveyed, for this was the only . one con~ 
cerning "those fugitive products" that the landowner him
self had. 

This was the same conclusion with respect to mineral 
interests that Oklahoma has. reached. However, it does 
not necessarily follow from this that .the lease proper is 
here held in the · same regard · as the Oklah~ma lease, 
because in Louisiana the lease right is not identical with 
the mineral interest granted l;)y deed. 

The foundation case for non-ownership in Louisiana· 
is Frost-Johnson Lumber Company v. Salling's Heirs,23 

Here the court said that i~ was not an abstract proposi
tion of ·law but a fact that · oil and gas are naturally in
capable of being absolutely owned. Article 488 of the-Civil · 
Code was cited to the effect that ownership is the right by 
which ·a thing belongs to someone in particular; to · the 
exclusion of all other persons. So-also was cited Article· 
494, providing: it is of the essence of the right-of owner
ship · that it cannot exist in two persons for the whole of 
the same thing; but they ma:v beth~ owners of th~ sam~ 

22 140 La. 189, 72 So. 933 (1916). 
28 

· 150 .La. 756, 91 So. 207 (1920, reb. 1921, second reb. 1222). 
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thing in common, and each for the part which he may· 
have thereih. 

Reference . was made at· some length to Ohio OiL Com-· 
pany v . . Indiana,24 it being pointed out that the test used 
by the United States Supreme Court was substantially the 
same as is set forth in Article 488. The court felt able to 

· say that the Louisiana . decisions in support of non-owner
ship were ''in accord with the general law" that the 
"fugitive"· minerals could not be privately owned, as 
ownership was defined in the Civil Code. 

As for the De Moss v. Sample and Calhoun v. Ardis 
decisions the court described the expressions in favor ' . 

of ownership. as "rather loose" and said that the question 
of ownership of oil ·and gas unreduced to possession was 
not an issue in either case. The question in these cases, it 
was stated, was only whether. a grantor of land could suc
cessfully reserve mineral rights to himself and not whether 
he could reserve full : ownership of the minerals. The 
conclusion was that there was nothing in either decision 
to ·conflict with the rule of non-ownership in Louisiana. 

. · A · subsequent a~tempt to discredit this holding was not 
successfuL In the .case of Wetherbee v. Railroad Lands 
Company, Limited,2ll it was urged that the conclusion of 
the· Salling's Heirs case be reconsidered and reversed for 
the reason that it had become known through experience 
that oil and gas . cannot move beneath the earth as had 
been thought earlier. It ~as now understood, the de
fendants . in the case contendeg, that these minerals were 

24 Supra note 21. 
211 153 La: 1059, 97 So. 40 (1923). 
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generally trapped. in certain rock formations or con
fined within unmoving sands. The court replied to this by 
pointing out that it was nonetheless still possible for a 
person to drain oil and gas from beneath other lands 

' 
and that consequently the newly found knowledge simply 
modified in degree the theoretical foundation for non
ownership but did not invalidate it. 

The matter of whether or not minerals may be sep
arately owned under the law of a particular jurisdiction 
is hardly critical so far as the actual removal of . pe
troleum is concerned. In either event the operator may 
explore, drill, and produce, and the lando\vner will ·re
cefve his corresponding consideration. However, ·the 
theoretical" conclusion reached by a jurisdiction is not, on 
the other ·hand inconsequential, and in Louisian·~ the con
sequence of "non-ownership"-the basic justification for 
which seems to be that there can be no estates in land 
other than full ownership or servitude26-is that the right 
acquired by the operator must be, under present avail
able categories, either_ a servitude or a personal right; but 
nothing more. 

28 The ana!ogy to animals "ferae naturae" as a justification for 
non-ownership has become discredited in Louisiana. See Frost
Jo~nson Lumber. Company v. Salling's Heirs, supra note 23. 
Thts c~>ncept made an early appearance in mineral law in Penn
sylvania. See Westmoreland and Cambria Gas Co. v. De Witt, 
~30 Pa. 235 (1889). However, it is now somewhat discredited 
m co?UDon law states as well as in Louisiana. See Ohio· Oil Com
pany v. Indiana, note 21 supra. 
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D. CLASSIFICATION OF THE MINERAL LEASE IN 
LOUISIANA. 

a. Some general considerations. 

' · The question of whether the leasing of minerals is a 
sale was the subject of more concern in the early cases 
seeking to find the identity of the instrument than it has 
been ·in the lat.er ones. The provoking factor in this con
nection is the right of the mineral lessee to consume the 
minerals to the point of exhaustion. On the other hand, 
because of the doctrine of non-ownership, the minerals 
cannot themselves be the object of a change of ownership 
while still unremoved from their subterranean lodging. 

. Sale is identified by· its placement in the Civil Code as 
one of the "different modes of acquiring the ownership 
of things."27 That these "things" need not be corporeal 
but may consist pf rights follows from the presence . of 
Lease in the same book of the Code, and specific authority 
that an abstract right may be the subject of a sale is set 
forth in· Article 2449.28 

Granting that the thing sold must be the "right" to 
search for and obtain. oil and gas, what is the price of 
the sale in the case of the mineral .lease? In a sale the 
price m1:1.st ~ certain, states _Article 2464.29 If it be the 
rent and bonus only, then might not the price be :vile-in 

27 Title VII of Book ·m, Louisiana Civil Code of 1870. 
28 Article 2449 of .the Code states that: "Not only corporeal 
objects, such as moyables and immovables, live stock and produce 
may be sold, but also incorpore:tl things, such as a debt, an in
heritance, the rights, titles and interests to an inheritance or ·to 
any parts thereof, a servitude or any other rights." 
29 Louisi~na Civil Code of . 1870. 
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terms of objective value at the time of the sale? Or is this 
possibility avoided by class~ication under Article 245!8°
as the sale of a "hope"?31 For under the classification as 
an aleatory sale the disparity between the price and the 
value of the thing is not important. Or does the price ex
tend to include the promised royalty in the event of pro
duction?32 

Whether or not the mineral lease is a sale is a question 
of practical interest because an ·unqualifiedly affirmative 
conclusion would throw the transaction open to the regu
lations in the Sales portion· of the Code. For example, un
der that classification the vendor (the mineral lessor) : 
might avail himself .of· the concept of lesion beyond 
moiety,33 grants a warranty against eviction t() the ven
dee,34 and has · ambiguities in the agreement construed 
against him;3~ while the :Potential vendee ·would receive 
the right to specific enforcement of a promise to lease;36 

However, · the jurisprudence has not given a blanket 
identification as a sale to the transa:ction but has indicated 
that :certain features of it will fall within the Sales pro
visions of the Code while certain others will not. 

so Article 2451 states that: "It happens sometimes that an un
certain hope is sold·; as the . fisher sells a haul of his net before 
he .throws it; and, although he should catch. nothing, the sale 
still exists, because it was the hope that was sold, together with 
the right to have what might be caught." · 
st_ See Losecco. v. Gregory, 108 La. 648, 32 So. 985 (1901), and 
Harrell v. Imperial Oil & Gas Products Co., 171 La. 891, 132 So. 
413 (1931). 
82_ See cases cited infra note 44.' · But see also Gulf J:tefining 
Company v. Garrett, cited in note 45 ·infra. · 
as ··Article 1861, Louisiana Civil Code of 1870. 
84 Article 2476, Louisiana Civil Code of 1870. 
llll ·Article 2474; Louisiana ·CiVil Code of 1870. 
so Article 2462, Louisiana Civil Code of 1870 .. 
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The cases· are consistent . in ~heir attitude toward the . 
applicability of lesion :beyond moiety.:n In Lieber v. 
Ouachita Natu1ial Gas and Oil Company38 the instrument 
was one which purported to convey the •Oil and .gas .in .a 
certain tract. The grantor sought relief _ from the agree
ment contending, among other things, that the price was 
Vile and that there should be annulment for lesion be
yond moiety. The court responded that this was not 
properly a contract of sale and that, consequel}tly, there 
could be no lesion assessed against it. Fomby v. Colum
bia County · Develapmen~9 specifically concerned mineral 
leases, the· court announcing that such instruments were 
not contracts which could be annulled for lesion. Other 
decisions have .reinforced this conclusion.w 

A different position has been taken in the case .. of 
warranty. In the 1933 .case of .Slack et al v. Riggs 1et .al-41 

the landowner and his lessees brought suit against Riggs 
Claiming that he was trespassing by drilling on the plain
tiffs' land. Riggs called in warranty as his lessors the 
Louisiana and Ar~ansas Railway Company and the Bod
caw .Lumber ,Company of Louisiana, .asking judgment 
against them for costs and .expenses up to the date of the 
granting of the preliminary judgment against him. After 
pointing out that the lessors were obliged, through their 
express warranty of title, to protect their lessee's pos-

S7 See note 33 supra. 
ss 153 La. 160, 95 So. 538 . (1922). 
89 155 La. 705, 99 So. 537 (1924). 
40· Nabors Oil & ·Gas -Company v. Louisiana Oil Refining ~com
pany, 155 •La. 361, 91 So. 765 {1922); Vandersluys v. Finfrock, 
158 La. 175_, 103 :So. 730 (1925); Wilkins v . . Nelson, 161 .'La. ·437, 
108 So. 875 (1926); Harrell v . . Imperial-Oil & Gas Products Com-
pany, 171 La. 891, 132 So. -413 (1931). 1 

41 177_ La. 222, 148 So. 32 (1933). 
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session of the leased tract, the 'court said that ·even with
out such express warranty the lessors had the· duty to 
prevent the· lessee's eviction. Article 250l ih the Sal.es 
section .of the Code was used as authority for this. 

tn . Cochran v; Guit Refining Compciny42 the court 
identified t:Pe mineral lease as being more the sale of 
a real right than an ordin~ lease contemplating oc
cupancy .of a. house or land. And .in Wiley .v. Davis43 it 
stated that the granting of a mineral lease on property 
constit~ted a dismemberment of the property amounting 
to a partial alienation of it. 

·· ·On the . other hand a: number of 'cases44 have stated that 
in the oil and gas lease · the payment of ·r6yalty is the pay
ment of rent and not the payment of price for oil. How
ever; in Gulf R~fining com.pa.ny v. :aii&ett45 'Chief Justice 
O'Niell, referring . to these case's, said: . . 

Notwithstanding the .royalty stipulated· -in an .oil 
and gas lease may be considered as rent for certain 
purposes, or in soine asp~cts, it is well settled now 
that the royalty ·stipula~ed in an o'il or gas lease iS 
not to be ;compared with the rent of a house ot fa~. 

General statements by the court, as to whether the lease 
is a sale or not, can be found pointing , in either direction .. 
In Spence v. Lucas46 the court stated that mineral leases 
would be construed as leases and not as sales. Later, in 

' . 

42 139 La. 1010, 72 So. 718 ''(1916). . 
43 164 La. 1090, 115 So. 280 · (1927). . . : . 
44 Board ;of Colnmissionei's of Caddo Levee District v. Pure Oil 
Company, 167 Ua.'801, ··120 ·so._ :373;· Logan v. Stale Gr~vel Com
pany, 158 .La, 105, 103. So: . 526; R.Ob~rson v. Pioneer 'Gas .Coin~ 
pany 173 La. 313, 137 So. ·46 (1931). 
45 2o9 La. 674, 25 So. (2d) )~,?9 '(1945). 
46 138 La. 763, 70 So. 7~6 · '(1915~. 
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Nabors Oil .'and Gas Refining Company v. Louisiana Oil 
Refining Company,47 we find the· court holding that: 

The doctrine that an ordinary . lessee cannot dis
pute the title of his lessor· during the time of the 
lease has no application to.~ contract in the form of 
an oil and gas lease ·by which a person acquires 

· .miner;:tl rights, it being more like fl. sale than an 
ordinary lease. 

In the comparatively early ca.se. of Rives v. Gulf Re
fining. Compawy · of Lauisiana48 

. the court held that the 
ordinary· rules. of lease could not . apply where minerals 
were involved. It made reference to the case of R. F. 
Wadkins v. Atlanta,'9 in which it h~d denominated the 
mineral : interests as a real right .. Oil and gas, . said the 
court, is as much a part ofthe re~lty as ,· coal or: stone; 
and · the .surface owner o~ them until .they escape from 
beneath his land. However,- it pointed out, the ·min~rals · 
cannot be owned '~eparately from the . soil. This opinion 
would place the mineral lease in between its present ex- . · 
treme positions in Texas and Louisiana jurisprudence, for 
-it .. de:?cribes the instrument as ·.granting less than a cor
poreal estate but more than a. mere personal right. 

The language of Sommerville, J., . in delineating the 
instrument is worth repeating: 

Gas and oil leases· and. contracts are a part ·by 
themselves. There is scarcely any comparison be
tween them . and the ordinary farm or house lease, 

47 151 La~ 361, 91 S~. 765 ·(1922). 
48 133 La. 178, 62 So. 623 (1913). 
49 This case unreported. ·See . appendix of Dimick's "Louisiana 
Law of Oil and Gas", F. F. Hansell & Bro., New Orleans, 1922, 
for report. · 
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although there is some resemblance in them to ·coal 
or solid mineral leases. The Code is silent as to ~uch 
contracts for the reason doubtless, that minerals were 

··not in the contemplation of the lawmakers at the 
time that the Code was adopted. The legislature up to 
this time has been silent Upon the subject of mineral 
rights and contracts. Such contracts partake of the 
nature of both sale and lease, and they have features 
which are not applicable to either. 

In · Cooke v. Gulf Refining Company of LOuisiana110 the 
court reiterated · the ·words of the Rives case and said that 
the law with reference · to sales and leases in the · Civil 
Code cannot always be applied to oil leases. 

A mineral lease was the object of concern in PcnveU 
v. Rapides Parish Police Jury,61 although the p;roduct to 
be removed was graveL The court rejected the plain
tiff's contention that the deftmdant could not dispute 
the title of his lessor, stating that such doctririe did not 
apply to a mineral lease which was to that extent more 
like a sale than an ordinary lease. This kind of conclusion 
is hard to criticize insofar as it recognizes that the doctrine 
of lease contracts here sought to be interposed was not 
created in contemplation of contracts for the discovery . and 
removal of minerals. 

It is apparent that, so long as one speaks in generali
ties of the "sale" classification of mineral leases, one 
cannot place them completely in or completely out of 
that category. However, when specific instances are con-

Go 127 La. 592, 53 So. 87 4 ( 19:'1.1). 
&I 165 La. 490, 115 So. 667 (1928). 
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Sidered the jurisprudence is not quite as equivocal as 
might seein. In this connection, the Circuit Court of Ap
peals for the Fifth Circuit, said in Commissioner of ln
tenw.l , Revenue v. Gray:~'>2 

This concept of an oil and gas lease partaking of 
the nature of both sale. and lease, runs through the· 
jurisprudence of Louisiana:. . .and the law applied 
in a given case has depended on whether the articles 
of the Code dealing with letting and hiring were ap
plicable to the issue before the court, or whether a 
partial alienation or dismemberment of the fee, the 
sale feature of the lease contract, was a. factor to be 
considered by the court in _passing on the question 
before it. Most of the apparent conflicts in the cases 
can be reconciled if this differentiation be observed. 

. . 
Another problem of classification has been whethe~ 

ot not 'the right granted by the mineral lease was r_eal. 
In the Wadkins and ·Rives case~, referred to abo:ve, th~ 
conclusion was affirmative. And in Nobel v. Ploof53 the 

· court refused to admit parol evidence _to the effect· that 
the plaintiffs' grantors had authority to grant . the oil 
lease involved, on the ground that the rights created by 
the mineral lease wen~ immovables. In the case of 
American National Bank v. ReclamatiOn Oil Producing 
Association of LooisianaM the problem was to determine 
whether ·or not the defendant association~rganized to 
buy and s~ll oille~ses and wells, and to'reclaim abandoned 
viell'S--was an ordinary or a commercbil partnership~ 

inasmuch as in. the. latt~r case each individual member 

112 159 F(2d) 834, (CCA, 5th Circuit, 1947). 
• 113 154 La. 429, 97 So. 599 (1923). · · 

M . 156 La. 652, 101 So. 10 (1924). 
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would have been liable in solido for an indebtedness of 
the. association to the plainti£{;1111 The court, pointing out 
that commercial partnerships are those dealing with per
sonal property,'i6 stated that the organization's purpose · 
of purchasing oil and gas leases, as well as abandoned 
wells, served to indicate that it was not a commercial 
partnership for the reason that oil leases and · oil wells 
constituted real estate. 

However, in spite of the firin · attitude taken by the 
court in these earlier cases as to the real na:ture of 
mineral leases,- the judiciary had by 1936 come tO an 
equally finn conchision, as enunciated in the Glassell 
case, 117 that the right granted by the ~nstrument :was no 
more than personal, a viewpoint which it found occasion 
to reaffinn118 even after specific legislation had, ·in 1938, 
announced that oil and gas leases were "herepy defined 
and classified as real iights and incorporeal irn.inqvable 
property. . ."110 

In 1936 there was initiated a project which contem
plated, among other things, establishment of the character 
of oil and gas leases. A commission wa~ set up .to pro
P9Se .a mineral code for adoption by the legislature.80 

1111 Article 2872, Louisiana Civil Co~e · of 1870, states that 
". . . Commer_cial partners are bound in solido for the debts . of 
the partnership." . · 
116 Article 2825, Louisiana Civil Code of 1870. 
111 Gulf v. Glassell, 180 La. 190, 171 So. 846 (1936). 
118 Sabine Lumber Company v. Broderick & Calvert, 88 F(2d) 
586 (1937), (CCA, Fifth Circuit); Posey v. Fargo et al, 187 La. 
122, 174 So. 175, (1937); Marchand v. Gulf Refining Company of 
Louisiana et al, 187 La. 1002, 175 So. 647 (1937); State ex rei 
Muslow v. Louisiana "Oil Refining Corporation, 176 So. 686 (1937). 
11a · Louisiana Act 205 of 1938. - · · 
eo Act 170 of 1936. See 12 · Tulane L. · Rev. 552, Symposium 
on the ~oposed Louisiana Mineral Code. 
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'rh~ a@ qf trns codific:Cl.tion. prqgrar.n w<ls clarificati<?n of 
the Illin~r~:~.l law. by a dec:IC~.ration Qf general principles 
to. gov~:rn the relations of the. lal1ciowner,. the oil operator· 
and the holder, of a :mineral inter~t. The cqmmission took 
the _po'sition that the :mineral lessee's right was not basic~!,. . 

ly · different from that of the mineral purch,e~..ser, th,e only: 
difference bei~g that the right stelllllling from the. 
mineral "sale" was receiv~d unburdened by the rental 
payments, the development condition, and the other sus
taining terms of the lease contract. . The effect of this 
difference in the proposed code was that the unburdened· 
rig?t was to be regarded as p~rfect ownership of the 
mineral right while the lease granted imperfect owner.,. 
ship of the same.61 In· each case,. the right was. to be 
clearly a real one.62 Besides integrating the described 
interests into the Civil Code's pattern of perfect and im
perfect ownership, the projected code expressly announced· 
that the public policy of this state recognized no other 
tenures in land · beyond this basic civilian arrangement.113 

The imperfect ownership of the right, it was provided, 
would not prevent its owner· from exercising all the rights 
which would have been given by a . perfect ownership, 
except to the extent that this exercise must give way 
to the "obligations arid conditions, express and implied," 
in his title to such right."84 

61 ·Article 5, Proposed· Louisiana Mineral Code (2d Revised 
Draft, 1938), 
62 Article · 3, Proposed LOuisiana Mineral Code (2d Revi,sed 
Draft, 1938). 
68 Article 7, Proposed Louisiana Mineral Code (2d Revi~ed 
Draft, 1938). .. 
64 Article · 5, Proposed Louisiana Mineral Code (2nd • Revis~ 
Draft, .1938). 
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The -mineral lease itself. was described in the mineral 
code as of the nature of both sale and lease,65 and it was 
to be considered as an incorporeal immovable.66 There was 
to be no "estoppel" of the lessee's right to question the 
lessor's title, providing_ the· latter was promptly notified,67 

and where the lessee found his lessor's title to be sub
stantially defeCtive he was permitted to acquire the out
standing interest from another:68 

·As for prescription, provision was made that im
movables would be liberated from "every species of 
real right to which they may be subject" in the event 
of ten years continuous non-user.89 The language leaves 
no doubt as to its applicability to the mineral lease ·as 
well as to the mineral sale. This would· have completed 
the statutory recognition of the lease as occupying· the 
legal status of servitude; which category .a number of the 
judiciary's · opinions had previously found the lease: to 
fit.70 

But the legislature never invested this proposed code 
with the sanction of law, nor -has any subsequent project 
been authorized to clarify and standardize the law· regu
lating what has become a leading industry in this State. 
In fact, with but a· few exceptions, the: legislature's · in~ 

65 Article 35, Proposed Louisiana Mineral Code (2nd Revised 
Draft, 1938). 
66 Article 36, Proposed Louisiana Mineral Code (2nd Revised 
Draft, 1938). 
67 Article 112; Proposed Louisiana Mineral Code -(2nd Revised 
Draft, 1938). 
66 . Article -111, Proposed Louisiana Mineral Code (2nd Revised 
Draft, 1938). 
69 Article 177, Proposed Louisiana Mineral Code (2nd Revised 
Draft, 1938). 
10 Frost-Johnson Lumber Company v. Salling's Heirs, infra note 
89; Arent v. Hunter, 171 La. 1059, 133 So. 157 (1931). 
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activity with reference to the rights . affected by the re
moval of petroleum from .. privately .owned land has been 
marked. The Supreme Court has stated in some opinions 
that this inertia calls for viewing the mineral lease as 
an ordinary Civil law. lease, as of a house or farm, but 
when the court has ·earlier classified the instrument as 
otherwise than an ordinary lease the lawmaking body 
has remained equally passive, so its tacit approval appears 
too easily won to be properly determinative. The "ordi
nary lease" view apparently gives too much emphasis 
to the title of the instrument, but this is a borrowed 
nam~and borrowed from the common law mineral 
instrument at that, 71 and ·it is questionable whether this 
should be given so much _weight as the basis for place
ment qf the transaction within our Civilian framework 
of law. 

The judiciary, on the other hand, has of course been 
unable to avoid expressions, in response to litigation over 
property rights, which in . one way or another have clas
sified the mineral lease. If the picture p·resented by the 
totality of these decisions is a kaleidoscopic one, then all 
the more necessity is there for the legislature : to meet 
the· problem with a complete response. When Louisiana's 
present legal system was initiated stare decisis was 
purposefully denied a role,72 but by way of pr!=>pinquity 

n Many common law states preceded Louisiana in the discovery 
of petroleum in commercial quantities. The instrument intro
duced in this state to .be used for .the transaction between the 
operator and the landowner, appears, accordingly, to have been 
called a "lease" li!Olely for the reason that such was its designa-

. tion in the indUstry throughout the other states. 
72 See Comment, Stare Decisis in Louisiana, 7 Tulane L. Rev. 

. 100 (1932). . ' 
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and · otherwise it has come to play a strong part in our 
legal system. And with . the . attendant emphasis upon 
judicial . holdings, the expressions · of . the Supreme Court 
have . acquired m~re significance than they otherwise 
would have had. The . followjng sections approach the 
classification of . the mineral lease· as a servitude and as 
~ ordinary Civil law lease with. these expressions as . the· 
basis. 

b. · The mineral . lease as a servitude. 

Book II of the Louisiana Civil Code lays down two 
modifications of ownership: firstly, the personal servi
tudes of usufruct, use and habitation, and secondly, . 
praedial servitudes, The essential characteristics of. these. 
thoroughly Roman categories are that the personal servi-

. tude affixes to an individual and the praedial servi .. 
tude attaches to a tract of land. 78 

Are these divisions exclusive for limited ownership, 
or may the parties further divide the elements of own
ership by convention ?74 This is one of the questions 
which arises if a mineral lease be labeled a servitude.
lf the .answer is that the codal divisions are exclusive, 

· then additional questions arise. Can a . mineral lease
or any mineral · right, for that matter-be a praedial 

78 See Article. 533, and Article 646, Louisiana Civil Code of 
1870. . . . . . . 
74 These divisions in the Louisiana . Civil Code are unchanged 
from the Roman law in its developed state. With reference to 
tb,e development of servitudes in that . earlier la:w Radin says, in 
Radin on Roman Law; page 371, (West . })ublishing Company, 
1927), that at. first it was theoretica.Uy possible for any type of 
servitude to be created but that in time the definite groups_ of 
rights which had come into being had hardened. 
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servitude when it does not attach to another · tract of ' 
land ?711 Can it be a personal servitude when the right does · 
not expire with the person in whose favor it exists?76 

Rights which are somewhat analogous to ·the right 
to seek and drill for oil on another . person's la~d are to · 
be found under the headings of praedial and personal 
servitudes in the Institutes of Justinian and, closely· pat
terned thereafter, in the Louisiana Civil Code. At Roman 
law the products of mines (provided that they were al
ready open) were among those to which a usufructuary 
was entitled. 77 The Louisiana Civil Code contains the 
same provision.78 Among the variety of praedial servi
tudes which had developed in the Roman law were the · 
right of quarrying stone · or chaik,79 the right of digging 
sand,80 andl the right of drawing water on another;s 
land81 (as distinguished from the right of conducting 
water, another Roman servitude). These same rights 
are, also described in the Louisiana: Civil Code, With the 
right of quarrying classified as a tisufnict,82 a:nd! the ·right· 

· 711 Article 646, LoUisiana ·Civil . COde ·.of ·1870, states that: 
" ... They are called praedial or landed servitudes, because, be
ing established for the benefit of an estate, they are rather due 
to the estate than to the owner personally. . . " 
76 Article 606, Louisiana Civil Code of 1870 states that: 
"The right of the usufruct expires at the death of · the usufruc- . 
tuary." · 
77 See Radin on Roman Law, Page 381, (West Publishing_ Com- : 
pany, 1927). . 
78 Article 552, Louisiana Civil Code of 1870. 

. 79 ·See Radin on Roman Law, page 373, (West Publishing Com-
pany, 1927). · . . 
so Institutes of Justinian, 2; 3, para. 2. See Sherman: Epitome · 
of Roman Law, page 49, 1937. 
81 See Rudolph Sohm: The Institutes; page 362 (2nd · Edition; 
Oxford at The Clarendon Press, :i901). See also Thomas Cooper: 
The Institutes of Justinian, page 470, section 468 (John Voorhies 

. Law Bookseller and Publisher, New York, 1852). · · 
82 Article 552, Louisiana Civil ,Code of 1870. 
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of digging sand and drawing water classified as praedial 
servitudes.83 

This group of rights originating as Roman rustic ser
vitudes will be recognized as being very similar in nature 
to the "profits"84 of the common law. However, there 
is a distinct difference, and one· which creates a difficulty . 
for the viewing of oil and gas rights as being praedial 
~rvitudes: where the common law "profit" exists for the 
benefit of a particular person, the Louisiana praedial 
servitude exists, as did its Roman ancestors, for the bene
fit of a particular estate. A further distinction · lies in.· 
the fact . that the right to a servitude may be extinguished 
by non-usage,85 the result of which, in oil and gas, is to 
provide. a limit beyond which a mineral right may not be . 
withheld without exploitation or attempted exploitation." 
A similarity between the servitude and the profit occurs 
in the possibility of extinguishment by confusion,87 an 
idea which has been introduced in litigation with reference 
to the Louisiana oil and gas lease.88 

83 Articles 721 and 723, Louisiana Civil Code of 1870. 
84 See text supra, and note 20 supra. 
815 . Article 789, Louisiana Civil Code of 1870 states: "A right 
to servitude is extinguished by the· non-usage of the same during · 
ten years." A similar provision exists for usufruct in Article 618 
of the Code where it is stated: "The usufruct may be forfeited 
likewise by the non-usage of this right by the usufructuary or 
by any person in his name, during ten years, whether the usu
fruct be constituted on an entire estate, or only on a divided or 
undivided part of an estate." · 
86 This is, · of course, a very desirable thing since it keeps the 
potential oil reservoir open to commerce. As a practical matter, 
however, lease contracts are not drawn up for more than ten 
years in the absence of development. · 
87 Article 805, Louisiana Civil Code of 1870. · 
ss Scott v. Magnolia, note 102 infra. 
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. A consideration of the. nature of the mineral lease 
should, it would seem, include an ·examination of the 
decisions in which the Louisiana judiciary for well over 
a decade indicated that it did not question that ·such 
instrument created a servitude. However, because the 
mineral lease is not so viewed today, brevity will be 
sought for in ·considering the following decisions. 

. · In 1922 · the Supreme Court issued its opinion in the 
Frost-Johnscm Lumber Company v. Sallinifs Heirs case,• 
which is usually cited as the foundation for the applica
tion of the servitude concept to mineral rights. The case 
concerned the sale · and reservation rather thari the leas
ing of minerals, but from this · point onward a right 
granted by .such a sale or reservation was firmly cemented 
in the jurisprudence as a servitude. The inclusion of the 
right . granted by the mineral lease within this ·same 
category was i:rri.rninent, although its lodging there was to 
prove much ~ess secure. 

The 1924 decision of Exchange National Bank v. Head,90 

found th~ Supreme Court · rejecting an exception whiCh 
presupposed the separate ownership ·of oil and gas below 
the surface~ by replying.· that all that was conveyed by 
the mineral 'lease in the · case was a right of serVitude. 
The following year, in Vander Sluys v. Finfrock,91 the 
court held that. a real estate broker's comtnissiort was not 
due .in the granting of a mineral lease because such a 
transaction involved not real estate but only a "real right 
or servitude." 

89 150 La. 756, 91 So. 207 (1922). 
90 155 La. 309, 99 So. 272 (1924). 
91 158 La. 175, 103 So. 730 (1925). 
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In 1930, in the case of ,Castille v. Texa8 Company,'2 

the plaintiffs sought to have .mineral leases canceled for . 
ten years non-user .as well as . for non-development. The 
court found that the plaintiffs' . petition disclosed no right 
or cause of action for- the reason that there had actually 
been some production on the leases and so, ·in the court's 
words, ) 'the · servitudes were used during . the prescriptive 
period." In Federal Land Bank v. Mulhe·rn93-a 1934 case 
-the defendants had given mineral . leases on land V\'hich 
they had· mortgaged. and the natural gas·beneath wac; ·be.:. 
ing removed by the. lessees. The court said that .suC'h leases 
were in . the nature of servitudes .and employed Article 
75094---:-which provides that the · creditor has the right 
to· demand his debt if it is · eviderit tha:t the estate's value 
is being depreciated from the establishment of. a =servituqe 
-to permit· the plaintiff ·to collect on ·the notes before 
maturity. 

The final expression of the judiciary to ·the effect ·that 
the instrument grants a servittide was its most un
equivocal. In 1936, in State . ex rel. Bush et al v. United 
Gas Public Service Company . et al;911 the court employed 
Article 74196-providing that when partition between co
owners of land is effected by :ucita:tii:m and the property 
is adjudicated to a third ·=person, the servitude auto-

, matically goes . out of · existence--to ·permit cancellation 
of the mineral .lease ih the case. The ·court: said': 

The fact . that ap oil and gas lease is one of servitude 
is no longer a· debatable questfori in t~is State. The 

92 170 La. 887, 129 So. 518 · (1930). 
93 180 La. 627, 157 So. 370 .(1934) . . 
94 Louisiana Civil Code of 1870. . . . 
95 185 La. 496, 169 So. 523. (1936). 
96 Louisiana Civil Code of ·1870. 
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court has repeatedly held that such a lease merely 
clothes the lessee. with .the right to . extract oil . and 

, gas that may be . beneath the land. 

The decision was a unanimous one. Yet but four months 
later, in the Glassell case,97 the court had completely 
shifted over to employment of .another division of the 
prop~rty system. in_ the Civil Code, a position to which it 
has since. firmly adhered, with reference to the. lease. 
The fact that its enunciations in support of the label of 
servitude were largely obiter dicta did not serve to lessen 
~h~ s1;1rprise occasioned by this change. · 

Several decisions which occurred subsequent to the 
court's departure . from the servitude viewpoint raise 
interesting questions with regard ·to · any future return 
to that classification. In Levy v. CrawfCYTd, Jenkins and 
Booth98-a 1940 .case--the position was taken by the 
ph1intiffs that division of the .lease by the lessee (in the 
form· of an assignment of the center portion of the lease 
to another oil company) had . the effect of dividing the 
senri~ude. However, the court held contrariwise, stating 
that drilling in the center portion comprised use~ for the 
entire. tract, ·on the ground that the original servitude, 
created by a mineral re~ervation, was still 011 one. con
tiguous tract.99 This conclusion keeps the mineral lease 
and the mineral right arising from sale or reservation 

. estranged so that they may be ·dealt with independently, 
and , in . that respect is consistent with the · court's outlook 

97 See note 120 infra. . 
98 194 La. 757, 194 So. 772 (1940). 
99 Thus not subject to the. principle set out in 'Lee v. Giaque, 
1q4 La. 491, 97 So. 669 (1923), that when. tracts are noncon-

. tiguous, maintenance of the servitude by uSer on' one does not 
maintain the servitude on the unused one. 
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following 1936. Later, _in Dobbins -v. Hodges/00 the con
clusion of the indivisibility of a mineral lease was again _ 
reached, although purely ori the basis of the contract 
involved. 

The question of the applicability of the concept. of "con
fusion" - a mode of extinguishment of a servitude oc
curring when the estate to which it is due and the es-

. tate owing it are united in the same hands101 - to the min
eral 'lease, was introduced in Scott v. Magnoliti102 in 1942. 

The argument was there attempted that when a party 
acquired both a mineral lease on and a mineral interest 
in the same property, the lease became "merged" With 
the mineral interest and was consequently extingUished. 
The court failed to pass upon this point, deciding that 
because the plaintiff purchased the mineral interest subject 
to the lease, he waived any right to invoke the idea of 
confusion. Even ·had the court considered the question, 
it might ~ell have found that all the necessary components 
for confusion were not present inasmuch as the party 
concerned did not have the land itself against which the 
two rights were directed. However, the case indicates 
the possible application of the merger theory to a lease 
and offers a warning against the situation in which the 
mineral oW?er acqui.res _the lease, even if but for a fleet
ing period. 

Th~- classification of ·_ the Louisiana mineral lease as 
something in the nature of a· 'servitude cannot be com
pletely dispensed with owing to the possible effect upon 

100 208 La. 143, · 23 So. ( 2d) 26 (1945). 
1ot Article 805, Louisiana Civil Code of 1870. 
io2 200 .La. 401, 8 So. (2d) 69 (1942). 
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·the lease of Act 205 of 1938103 as su'Qsequently amended. 
This Act, as pointed out earlier herein, defi.ped oil and 

·gas leases ·as "real rights and incorporeal , ··immovable -
property" and, while it has been held to . be merely pro
cedural,104 later legislative reinforcement indicates that 
this definition goes to the very nature of these leases. 
Save for the continued reluctance of the Supreme Court, 
little remains now to prevent these instruments from being _ 
-regarded as ·granting a form of servitude. While con
ceding that a mineral lease places no obligations on the 
limd itself and that · such classification is not entirely free 
of problems, it is difficult to -imagine where else in the 
present structure of the Civil Code such a right - less 
than full ownership, but yet a real right - might fit as 
harmoniously. 

' 
c. The· mineral lease as an ordinary Civilian lease. 

At Roman law no interest in the ·land went to the 
lessee, unlike the situation 'at common law wherein the 
lessee received an estat~ for years.105 The Roman lease was 
nothing more than a personal contract, breach of which by 
the landlord left but a right of damages in the lessee.108 

Where t_he common law lessor sold the land subsequent 
to _the lease the lessee still retained his interest, while 

_ the Roman lessee in this ·position. found his lease ampu-

ios See note 129 infra, Amended in 1950--see note .146 infra. 
104 Tyson v. Surf Oil Co., 195 La. 248, 196 So. 3-36 (1940). 
1011_ Radin on Roman Law, p. 238, (West Publishing Co. 1927); 
Tiffany, Real Property, p. 61 (Callaghan & Company, Chicago, 
1940). -
too_ Radin, Handbook of Roman Law, p. 238 (1927); Buckland, A 
Manual of Roman Law, p. 290. · · · 
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tated by such a transfer of title.1117 The "lease" in the 
Louisiana Civil Code maintains these racial characteristics 
of its Roman ancestor which fundamentally distinguish it 
from the transaction of the same name existing in the 
common law States of this country. 

It was the holding of - Gulf v. GlasselP118 that such a 
comparatively casual relationship was all that was 
created by an oil and gas lease in Louisiana. Yet it seemf> 
safe to say that the Louisiana oil operators and land
owners, when entering into leases with each . other~ did 
not have in mind a relationship so foreign to that con
templated by the corresponding oil operators and land
owners of Oklahoma or Texas or California. Certainly 
no inference that the arrangement created between them 
was but a personal contract could have been discovered 
in the content of the lease instruments wherein they ex
pressed their mutual will. Nevertheless it was the court's 
considered conclusion that when the Louisiana landowner 
granted to the . X Oil Corporation, for a period of years, 
access to and right of way over his land, the right to search 
for oil and to conduct various geophysical tests in im
plementation of that search, the right to drill wherever · 
it might desire upon the land, · and ·the_ right to remove 
as owner a very substantial portion of the oil found_,. 
that when such a relationship was set up it involved no 
more extensive problems of possession or ownership than 

1o1 . The ejected . common law lessee had a right, as against the 
world, to recover the land. This became the basis for the action 
of · Ejectment. Tiffany, . Real Property, p. 63 (Callaghan and 
Company, Chicago, 1940); with reference to the Roman lessee, see 
note 106 supra. 
1os See note 120 infra. 
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existed in a contract to rent a barn or to raise crops on 
another's land. 

The matter of "possession," brought into focus in the 
GZasseU case, is the essence of the difference between the 
lease of English origin employed in the other States and 
the Civilian transaction existing in Louisiana: the common 
law lessee possessed the leased property while his Roman 
counterpart did not. · The cause of this far-reaching varia
tion was the Roman criterion--carried on in Louisiana10II 

-for the state of mind required to constitute possessio:r:t• 
It was necessary that one have animus domini-the intent 
to possess as owner.U0 Thus, to say that the X Oil Corpora
tion held but a traditional, ordinary Civil law lease111 

upon a certain tract was to say · that he held but a personal 
right and possessed nothing at all, a conclusion which 
substantially narrowed the rights available to this oil 
operator for protecting himself and his costly venture. 

The mineral lease had been treated as a contract of . 
letting prior to 1936, but these decisions were so scat
tered in time · and so tangential and indirect, so far as any 
consideration of the nature of the mineral lease was con
cerned, that it is understandable why the Glassell case 

· appeared as the fountainhead. There had been, to begin 
with, the early cases previously indicated which saw in 
the mineral contract elements of both sale and lease.112 

109 Article 3436, Louisiana Ciyil Code of 1870, provides: "To 
be able to acquire possession of property, two distinct things are 
requisite: . 1. The intention of possessing as owner. 2. The 
corporeal possession of the thing." 
11o Buckland and McNair, Roman Law and Private Law (1936) , 
pp. 65, 66. 
111 The Gla8sen holding, infra note 120. 
112 See notes 47, 48, 50, and 51 supra. 
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Then in 1915 the court handed down its opinion in Spence 
v. Lucas118-which has generally been cited as the first 
in the sparse line, if it may be called a line, handling 
the mineral transaction as a Civil law contract of letting.114 

Offering no support in reason for its position other than 
the perennial legislative inactivity in this field, it stated 
that "mineral leases Will be construed as leases and riot 
as sales.'' It cited the Cooke v. Gulf cases115 (1911 ·and 
1914) and Rives v. Gu.lf as authority without any mention 
of the emphatic pronouncement in the Rives case and the 
1914 Cooke case that the ordinary rules of lease· could not 
always be applied where minerals were involved. Thus, 
the Rives and the second Cooke decisions-whose es-· 
sential attitudes . really had been that oil and gas leases 
are unique and apart by themselves--:-in a sense were 
employed as the genesis for the present judicial view
'point .that such leases amotint to ordinary contracts' of 
letting as set out in Book III, Title IX of the Civil Code. 

Ten years later the court, in deciding whether or not 
royalty paid a landowner for gravel ·mined from his 
land was "rent," used the Lticas· case to decide in the af
firmati':e.116 This · holding concerning royalty on gravel 
was then cited as the authority in several decisions iri 

113 138 La. 763, 70 So. 796 (1915). 
114 An earlier case, actually, was the 191i Cooke v. Gulf case, 
however this opinion offered no attempt at analysis or providing 
authority. The court simply stated. that the transaction appeared 
to be a lease and there ceased any consideration of its : nature. 
1_111 127. La. 592, 53 So. 874 (1911), and 135 La. 609, 65 So. 758· 
(1914). 
ua Logan v. State Gravel Co., 158 La. 105, 103 So. 526 (1925). 
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192~17 and 1931118 applying lease articles from the Civil 
Code to the mineral contract.. This was the sum and the 
substance of the jurisprudence prior to 1936119 which 
might be regarded as pointing toward Gulf v. Glassell. 
However, even· in the clear light of hindsight, it is difficult 
to ascribe' much significance to these deciSions. They oc- . 
curred, for the most part, during the period when the 
mineral lease was being actually classified as a servitude 
by the Supreme Court, and since ·they are decisions 
wherein the fundamental nature of . the inineral trans
action was not under . consideration but only treated by 
inference, they are better examples of judicial eclecticism 
than they are illuminations of Louisiana property law. The 
ultimate b(lsis ~or such a "line" of decisions inferentially 
inconsisten~ with the categorical . announceJ;Ilents . of the 
the court in favor of the servitude identification, would 
seem to lie in the fact that while the word "lease" in 
Louisiana was something of a legal homonym---'-meaning 
one thing in t~e Louisiana Civil Code and quite a different 
thing . in the oil industry-...:.this was not always recognized ' 
'!Jy the court. Indeed, a reading of the group of cases . just 
given gives the impression ·that any possible confusion as 
to the character of the mineral transaction had been dis
pensed with by the contractors' description of it, in each 

11: Board . of Commissioners of Caddo Levee Di~trict v. Pure 
Oil Company, 167 La. 334, 113 So. 867 (1927). Another 1927 
case employing the lease articles of the Code was Louisiana 
Oil Refining Corporation v. Cozart, 163 La. 90, 111 So. 610. This 
opinion conceded that the mineral lease was not an ordinary 
lease but said, without saying why, that such a lease was gov
erned by the Codal provisions relative to leases. 
118 Roberson et al. v. Pioneer Gas Company, 173 La. 313, 137 
So. 46 (1931) . 
119 A. 1936 decision in the line holding that royalty is rent, was 
Sh~Il Petroleum Corporation v. Calcasieu Real Estate and Oil 
Co .•. 185 La. 751, 170 So. 785. This case cited Spence v. Lucas 
and the cases stemming from it as authority for the holding. 
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¢ase, as a "lease," presumably a label seientuically pre
cise and etymologically pure; 

In 1936 came the Supreme Court decision of Gulf Re
fining Company of Louisiana v. Glassell,t20 a cause of 
immediate concern to the oil companies and of new con
fusion to members of the legal profession. While, as just 
indicated herein, there had been prior instances of the 
court's turning to the lease articles in the Code, this de
cision nevertheless overturned a considerable amount 
of jurisprudence upon which mineral lessess had come 
to rely in their transactions with landowners and they now 
found themselves in a highly Unprotected position. lil this . 
case the lessee had brought a petitory action against al
leged trespassers, claiming the exclusive right to possession 
of the land for the purpose of removing oil and gas de
posits, the right to possession and <?wnership of the oil 
well drilled by the defendants, and all of the oil _ re
moved by the defendants from the property, as well as 
for an-accounting of such oil sold. One of the grounds 
u:pon which the trial judge sustained the defendants' ex
ception of no cause or right of ac_tion was that the lessee 
had no legal right to institute a pet_itory action since he 
did not have a real right in the realty~ 

The Supreme Court, upon appeal, affirmed this holding, 
saying that it had found "on several occasions" the usual 
oil and gas lease to be a contract of -letting and hiring 
within the Codal provisions on leases. No reference was 
made to Article 2678121 and its apparent exclusion from . 

120 180 La. 190, 171 So. · 846 (1936). 
121 Article 2678, Louisiana Civil Code of 1870, provides: All 
corporeal things are susceptible of being l.:!t out, movable. as 
well as immovable, excepting those which can not be used wtth
out being destroyed by that very use. 
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thi~ category things destroyed in the using.122 The oil and 
gas lessee, the decision announced, receives merely an 
obligatory or personal right but pot a real right, and is 
consequently in the same position as an ordinary lessee 
of realty. It found its view to be "in accord with both the 
Roman and the Civil law." 

c 

In response .to the citation by plaintufs of the decisions 
indicating an owner of an oil and gas lease to have a real 
right, different from that of a:n ordinary lessee, the opin
ion said that ,so far as mineral leases were concerned 
these classuications were obite-r dicta and unnecessary to 
the decisions. 

The court discerned a number of similarities between 
· the lease of a farm and the lease of minerals, justifying 
the same legal treatment for both: the oil and gas lessee 
rece!ves the products from below the ground and the farm 
lessee harvests the crops from the surface; both get 
title to the products; neither claims ownership of the land; 
and each is entitled to the use and enjoyment of the 
.property for the purpose for which it was leased. Such 
similarities do, indeed, exist. But they exist also in the 
case of a usufructuary,123 which, according to the court's 
~rgument, would equally appear to justuy treatment of the · 
mineral lease as a servitude. 

There was ·now a clear distinction as to character 
between the sale or reservation of the· right to search 
and drill for minerals and the lease of this right: the 

· 122 This article · was considered with reference . to .oil and gas 
leases in Logan v. State Gravel Co., supra, note 116. The court 
decided that Article 2678 concerned only the nature of a lease 
and not the essence, concluding that it did not apply to im
movables. 
12s See Articles 544 and 545, Louisiana Civil Code of 1870. 
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lease granted only the right of use or enjoyment, a per
son.al right, while the sale or reservation continued to 
create a servitude, a right in realty. . · 

O'Niell dissented to the refusal of a rehearing in · the 
GlasseZZ case, arguing that while the court may have gone 
too ·far in some of its decisions in comparing a mineral 
lease with the sale or reservation of the mineral rights in 
a tract of land, it had not gone too far in prior cases in 
distinguishing between a mining lease and a house or farm 
lease. And the rule of property established in this dis
tinction, · he ~ontended, should be adhered to. 

However, the decision stood, and the classification of 
the transaction between the mineral lessor and lessee 
and the remedies available to the 'latter were now dis
tinctly unfavorable from the point of view of the oil 
industry. In marked contrast to this, the Louisiana situa
tion, most of the other oil producing States had available 
-because of the superior position of the lessee in the 
common law property scheme-three remedies for the 
lessee who might filid himself confronted with the facts 
of the Glassell case: the actl.on of ejectment, the right to 
injunction, and damages . for ttespass.124 ·The fact that 
there still remained in Louisiana the possibility of ob
taining damages from the ·lessor -was hardly. likely to be 
a satisfactory source of restitution because of the dif-= 
ficulty of computing the damages and then of obtaining 
them fr~t;n landowners whose ability to . compens(lte for 
the ioss might be limited. 

t24 See Comment, '11 Tulane L. Rev. 607 (1937) . 
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And so, but:-. !i few months after· tthe cpurt . had· _stated 
firmly that;tP,ere was no: longer :ap.y -question .. conc~rning. 

· the servitude: .nature of the_ mineraL <lease, ~ ·the. court . it- . 
self had questioned it to the . extent . of indicating that 
it no longer regard_ed the contract as , a servitude.. The, 
court, it must be noted, did hold that the scope of the 
Glassell :case . was ·limited and that: if held only, that- a 
mineral - lessee· could not· bring a petitory or possessory · 
action in his own name;125 however ·a number of its other 
decisions indicate · that the :judiciary had departed indeed· 
from its position ·that the· milieral lease ·was a form of · 
servitude.126 I :' (: ' .~ 

A consequence of remo_val of the mineral lease from 
ser.vitude classificat.ion is the possibility that the libera...; 
tive prescription has ceased to be applicable. This con
sequence is , of .little practical significance at .the . present 
time because the customary limitation of the term of such 
contracts to ten years has 'Qeen maintained. Nevertheless, 
provisions as· to · term appeare~ to be more · completely in 
the area . of freedom of contract now than they had been 
previously.127 It cannot be said with certainty, of course, 
that this apparent freedom as to .the length of the term 
of the lease may not be. yet ·ilihibited by. some judicial 
conception of land · policy reflecting the ten year pre-

125 Smith v. Kennon, 188 La. 101, 175 So. 763 (1937). 
126 Posey v. Fargo, 170 So. 512 (La. App. 1936); Marchand v. 
Gulf· Refining . Corp., 176 So. 686 (La. App. 1937); State ex rei 
Muslow v. La. Oil Refining Corp., 176 So. 686 (La. App. 1937); 
Hatch v. Morgan, 12 So. (2d) 476 (La. App. 1942) ; Tyson v. 
Spearman, 190 La. 871, 183 So. 201 (1938). · · ·· 

, 127 Subject, of co1Irse, to the requirement of Article 
2674, Louisiana Civil Code of 1870, that the term be certain. 
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scription still applicable to the mineral saler8 but this 
is conjectural. However, it would: appear that the Glassell 
decis~on"-given its broad: effect~:may make it now pos
sible for an oil· reservoir· to be kept out of reach of com
merce for an inordinately long periOd. 

Of. much. more immediate concern to mineral lessees 
than the removal of a theoretical term limitation was the 
sudden atrophy of their right from .a real one to a merely 
personal; obligation. The oil producers sought relief from 
this new ·insecurity through the legislature; and in 1938 

Act 205129 was passed, providing that: . 

". . .oil, gas, and other mineral leases, and contracts, 
applying to and affecting· such leases or the right ·to 
reduce oil, gas, or other minerals' to possession, to
gether with the rights, privileges and obligations re
sulting or flowing therefrom, are hereby defined and 
classified as real rights and incorporeal. immovable 
property, and may be asserted, protected and defended 
in the same manner as may be the ownership or pos
session of other immovable property by the holder 
of such rights, without the concurrence, joinder or 
consent of the landowner, and without impairment of 
rights of warranty, in any action or by any procedure 
available to the owner of immovable property or 
land~" 

12s Daggett, in Mineral Rights in I:.ouisiaria; page 17 of the Re~ 
vised Edition (Louisiana State University Press; 1949), says that: 
it is, her opinion that· the life term·· of an unproductive lease 
would be confined 'by the court to the same ten· year period a.s 
is applied to a· sale or reservation of mineral rights. 
129 Act 205 of 1938, La. Statutes. See, as amended, 1950 · 
amendment is referred to in note 146 infra); R.S~ 9:1105. 
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The second· section: of. the · Act provided; tliaf: 

". . .this Act shall apply to all such transactions 
wliethet entered into prior to the passage of this Act 
or not." 

This st'atute met· the urgent need of giving· the holder 
of a mineral lease access to the petitory and other real 
actions. But its application raised a new problem: was 
this· legislatimi' but a statutory negation of the Glassell 
deCision, with a correspondingly restricted effect, or was 
it a source· of' substantive· rights in realty for the oil 
lessee? Were the previous Supreme Court decisions in
dicating that the mineral contract was more than an 
ordinary lease revived or was· the Glassezz· holding still 
determinative· in definition of the nature of' the rights 
owned by an oil lessee? 

Five mohtns after the new legislation a eourt of Ap
peals decision180 held that a plaintiff claiming ownership 
in oil' and gas leases could sue in the Parish where the 
Ut'nd was located and· need not sue the· defendant at his 
·domicile. The court said that it clld not regard the Glasse.U 
decision as decisive in this jurisdiCtional question in view 
of the subsequent 1938 legislation. So far as the matter 
at hand was .·concerned, the court· announced, oil and gas 
leases now· o~cupied "the status or real' property" and 
there~ore it was proper . to cite the· defendant in the 
Parish where· tne land was situated. 

~so Payne, et al. v. Walmsley, . 185 So. 88 . (La. App. 1938). See 
also Nicholson v. Sellwood, 187· So. 837 (Ct. of. App., 2nd' Circ. 
1939). 
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This enuncia.tion l,Jy the: l<;>wer, appellate court dc;>Ubtless 
resulted in the feeling in some quarters that the pre
GlasseU opinions in favor of the real nature of the mineral 
lease now in effect were r~stored to life. However any 
such feeling must have steadily dwindled in the face of the 
line of Supre!Ile Court decisions subsequent . to the -1938 

Act. 

' . In the 1938 case of Dejean v. Whisenhu.nt 131
, the,. Su- , 

preme. Court held that paro.l evidence was admissible in , 
connection with a suit involviil.g. a. mineral lease,. op the. 
basis that- .the m~tter did not conc.ez:n realty. The ·court. 
said that the case was contz:olled by · the law prior :to th~ 
adoption of Act 205 and t~t by the jurisprudence prior . 
thereto no real right was granted by- the -mineral lea~e.- . 
The court took the same stand again j~ '1939132 concerning -
the admissibility of p~rol evidence in conneetion with 
mineral leases (citing the Glas~ell :and De Jean cases) .. 

- { 

In the 1940 case of Tyscm v .. Su.rf Oil _co., et az.,m 
the Supreme ~ourt reitera,te~ as :firmly -· est_a~?lished the , 
identity of min~ral. leases and the lease set qut in the .Civil 
Code. This opi,nion viewed Act . 205 :as -havirig so limited 
an effect as not to reflect upon the nature of , the lease, 
right at all, and specifically cited as authorities for the 
interpretation as an ordmary lease .. the cas~ -t~ tha~ · 
effect prior to 1938. In a concurring opinion, h_owever; 
Roberts, J., declared himself to be out of accord with the 
majority opinion's attitude that Act 205 merely changed . 

· a remedy a;nd ·had· no substantive effect. He pointed. out. 

1a1 191 La. 608, 196 So. 43 (1938). · 
1s2 -Hamill, et al. v. Moore, 194 La. 486, 193 So. J15 (1939). 
1aa 195 La. 248, 196 So. 336 (1940). 
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that the· -enactment expressly ·· defined · and · Classified 
mineral rights as real ones. A real remedy, Roberts con;; 
tended, cannot exist without its correlative real right. 
However, the majority of the court did not regard· it as 
an unnatur~l thing that a party neither the owner nor pos~ 
sessot :of real property -could be afforded ·'redress· for ari 
infririgemi:mt upoh' real property. 1 

• 

Another 1940 opinion,I34 with O'Niell (the· dissenter 
against the Glassell characterization of the ·mineral lease)' 
speaking _ for the court, stated that -a promise to assign 
oil and gas leases must be In Writing, for the reason that 

-such leases 'are incorporeal . immovables as defined ' 'in 
Articles '470i85 ·and 47'1136 of the ·code. Even the narrowest 
1nterpretatioif of. Act 205, ''as. being but a "procedural'' 
~tatute, supports this conclusion. Yet. the 1938 and 1939 

cases187 concerning parol evidence in connection with oil 
. . ... 

leases had said that these mineral contracts. were not 
even. rea'Ity. In a 194 7 holding138 the Supreme Court re
inforced this 1940 statement, saying that Act 205 had had 
the ··effect of placing mineral leases in ·the ·category of 
hi:unovable property - and ·. reai estate, in consequence of 
Which a· contract to transfer them had to be in writing.189 

' ' • ' I I 

1M Arkansas-Lo_uisiana Gas Co. v. Roy, 196 La. 121, -198 So. 
768 (1940). 
135 Article 470, Louisiana Civil Code of 1870, ·states that incor
.poreal things _ are placed in the class of. the object-movable or 
immovable--to which they apply. · . · 
138 Article 471, Louisiana Civil Code of 1870, states that: 
The following are considered as immovable from the object to 
which they apply: The usufruct and use of immovable things. 
A servitude established on an immovable eatate. An action 
for the recovery of an immovable estate or an entire succession. 
187 See notes 131 and 132 supra. 
188 Davidson v. Midsta.tes Oil Corporation, 211 La. 882, 31 So. 
(2d) 7 (1947). . . . . . . . . 
189 As required by Articles :2275 and 2462, Louisiana Civil Code 
of 1870. 
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,~ave for this concession of a limit.ed ~ffect ;by .Act 
205 upon .the basic character of the oil and gas con
tract, the ju_diciary continued to . express its feeJing that 
the 1938 l~gislation went .only to the re:rn,edies available 
to the lessee . and not to the kind of right held by him. 
In 1942 a Court of Appeals decision140 held that the 
royalty under a mineral lease .was only "rent" and a 
Supreme Court decision/4.1 over O'Niell's dissent, re
iterated that mineral leases were ordinary leases to which 

the Codal articles applied. 

Those · cases subsequent to 1938 .wherein the court 
recogn.izes mineral leases as being .immovable property142 

would have .seemed to indicate that .the requirement of 
recordation in order to affect third partiest..•s was applicable 
to such transactions. There had been, further, a 1920 
decision of the court to that very effect.144 However, the 
1949 decision of Arnold v. Sun Oil Company145 demonstra
ted that -the contrary was .the case. The Supreme Court, 
referring to Act 205 of 1938's classification of mineral 
leases as "real rights" and "incorporeal immovable 
property", .said that such classification went no. further 
than to extend to mineral lessees the procedural defenses 
already available· to their lessors. This legislation, the court 
said, did not go so far as to create in the lessees "such 
a substantive right in the .realty that they may, by re
lianc~ upon the public records, acquire a greater right 

~4o 'Hatch v. Morgan, 12 So. (2d) 476, (La. App. 1942). 
141 ' Coyle, et al., v. North American Consolidated, et al., 201 La. 
99, 9 So. (2d) 473 (1942). . . 
t42 See, in addition, Angichiodo v. Cerann, 28 F. -Supp. 720 

(1939) · · · c· ·1 c d f 1870 
t43 See ·Articles 2264 and ·2266, Lomstana • tVl o e o · 
144 Baird v. Atlas, 146 La. 1091, 84 So. 366 (1920). 
m 218 ·La. :50, 48 .So. ·(2d) 369 (1949). 
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than an ordtnary J~s.ee .c::ould .acq\Are, and .a !greater ,11ight, 
in fact, tht,t_n :~heir _lessor ·p~ses.sed." This :position .was, 
of course, .cons~st.~nt ·,wi~h the judiciary!s .previous .ex
pressions giving Act .205 .,the .most ·restricted ·.effect pos,. 
sible. The subsequent legislatio:n146 which :was _energized 
by this holding is discussed in the Conclusion ·below. 

In connec~ion with the problem of "term" earlier .re
ferred to, several instances of mineral leases with terms 
longer than ten yeats have been before the Supreme 
Court since the Glassell case. In the 1946 case of Hunt 
Trust v. Crowell Land and _ Mineral Corpor.ationr7 the 
court recognized a twenty-five year period as ,the .primary 
term of the mineral lease. This would appear to be in . 
harmony with the concept .of the ordinary lease, although 
the rationale here .appeared to be that the .contract sub
sisted beyond the first decade because it was kept alive 
by yearly renewals. In 1942, in State v. Duhe,l~8 the State 
had sought to set aside a ninety-nine year oil and gas 
lease which it had granted, contending that it was a 
servitude and that the mineral lessees had permitted their 
rights to lapse through ten years non-user. The court 
held that the lease could not be cancelled, ·but its con
clusion was. based upon the idea that this would be un
constitutional interference with the right of the legislature 
to dispose of State property. The court specifically de
scribed this as a special case to which the general laws 
did' not apply. 

146 Acts 6 and 7 of the Second Extraordinary .Session of 1950. 
t47 210 La. 945, 28 So. (2d) 669 (1946). 
t48 201 La. 192, 9 So. (2d) 517 (1942). 
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, ·Two. earlier cases 'featuring1 :long · terms '·maY be ·of re'" 
newed· interest· with the ··apparent' removal ·of 'libetative 
prescription from the· picture. Ini -the 1905 case ·of Martel 
et al v. Jennings-Heywood Oil Syndiccite149 the lease 
contract . provided · for a terni of · ninety...:ni:he ' years. The 
c~ntract ·was· 'found ·not binding upon the parties, but' the 
basis for the decision was the presence of a potestative 
condition."Of' coilrse, the hinety:.nine years' durintf which 
the lessee was free to ' postpotie his search iriighf be viewed 
as a component iil the potestative condition, howe.ver, th.e . 
contract having '1 been · made -··aitrihg · the 'infancy ·of · 'the . 
industry, there was · no· ''considera:tion" ih ··the form of · 
bonus or rentals, to sufficiently modify the relative free
dom bf the ·lessee froni. obligations to the lessor. · In Biisto 
v: Christine bil & . Ga.S 'tcim:pany,tr.o a 1916. case, . the 

mineral ' lease was held 'to btVinill becailse it did not 
have a fixed terln. Other jilrisprudence, as might be ex-

. . ' . .. . •. r,i ' i . ' .· ' . 

pected, coincides with ' th~s.1 . · 

· Although' a. ·few ·cases hav·e· · ·appeared to give.'Act 205 
of 1938 a. substantive effect/52 most o:f' the Supreme 
Court's decisions following that legislation made clear that 
the court ' regarded it as merely procedural.1118 The sum"of 
those pronouncements chara'ctenzed the: oil arid gas ·lease 
as still : analogous to the bucolic Civilian ··rental of a house 

' r· 

149 114 La. 351, 38 So. 253 (1905). 1 : . . , . 

150 139 La. 312, 71 So. 521 (1916). . · 
151 Atlas Oil Co. v. McCormick, 158 La. 278, 103 .So. 767 · (1925), 
Williams v. McCormick, 139 La. 319, n, So. 523 ~1916). A 
number of other decisions to the same effect !'ere dectded by the 
court in close proximity t() , the time of the Bnsto ca.se. d 
1r.2 As, for example, Payne v . . Walmsley, note 130 supra,_ an _ 
Arkansas-Louisiana Gas · Co. v. Ray, note 134 supra. . . 
153 See in addition to the Louisiana decisions preVIously ctted 
in this ~onnection., Coastal Club v . .Shell Oil Co., 45 F. Supp. 859 
(Dist. Ct. La.). 
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or . fjg orGhard, .·<fes.pite ,the •:n~w.· .legislative :label identify
ing it ;,IS· . ~'igunovabl~ proper.ty;" · .. · , · 

.d. Concl~~n. 

·.:The · c~ntl:rluatio~ :;of the 'restrictive ·· attitude of the 
Suprem~ Court tow~i·ds . the right~: . owned . by . mineral 
lessees, particularlyjs expres_~e(l anew in the Arnold v. 
Sun Oil decision,· prompted the passage, in · the Second 
E~traordinary Session of 1950, ·'of fwo more statu~es. Act 
Number 61r.o~.· specificaliy set forth. that'. the provisions of 

• . . . ,. ,.. . ' ! . 

Act .205 of 1938 . should be considered as substantive· as 
well as proceduraL Act Number 715

r. provided that, with 
reference to . th~ : regiStry ·l~ws . requiring recordation in 
order that third parti~s .~ ·\ufected~ such "third parties'' 
were redefined to ' include mineral lessees. ' .. 

One might hav~ thought .. ihat· finally the ~il and gas 
lease had acqti~red full citizenship as a real right. in the 
Louisiana property hierarchy . and 'that its characterization 
~s a peculiar kind of pers:o~al ~~~tract, if it had not been 
ended by the 1938 legfsl~tion, · n~~ was certainly con
cluded. When the Supreme Court's answer came in 1952 

it was firmly in the hegf1tive. Its. decisions in the .Glassell 
line were to continue . to . he firn.tlY determinative of the 
mineral lease's status. 

. .. 

In Milling v. Coll_e_c;tor of Revenue1118 the court reiterated 
its position, as expressed in 1942 in the Coyle case,tr.T . that 

- . . . . . . . . . -

tll4 R.S. 9:1105 as Amended in · 1950; · 2nd · Ex;· ·Sess., No. 6; 
Sec. 1. ..-. .' · . . · . . . . 
11111 R.S. 9:2722; · 2nd Ex. Seas., No'. 7, Sec: 2. · 

· 1rse 220 La. 773, 57 So. (2d) 679 (1952). 
1111 Note 141, supra;- ~ :·: . .. · ... ,. " 
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it was "well established that mineral •leases must 'be con-· 
strued as leases, and that · the cOdal provisions applicable 
to ordinary leases must be applied." In 1954, in Dixon v. 
American Liberty. Oil Co~/58 the court in a single para
graph put into focus its regard of the 1950 legislation and 
its effect on the Arnold v. Sun Oil .decision: " ... A mineral 
lease is not a servitude and does . not produce the same 
legal effect for, though it is characterized as. ~ real right 
in LSA-R.S.9:1105, it is merely a contract which permits 
the lessee to explore for minerals on the land of the lessor 
in consideration of the payment of a rental and/or bonus. 
~~ _places no charge whateyer on the land and cannot 
be put in the same . classification as a mineral servitude, 
which is an incorporeal immovable that attaches to the 
land itself. See Arnold v. Sun Oil Co. and the cases there 
cited." The following year, in Perkins v. Long-Bell Petro
leum Co./59 the court rejected what it described as an at
tempt to assimilate a mineral servitude with a mineral 
lease and place them on the same plane. "That they are 
different and produce . diverse legal effects," it said, "is 

·no longer an open question in this .court." 

, . 

Thus, it appears that however arguable niight be the 
merit of the court's characterization, it now has acquired 
-in these post-Glassell years-a hard, gem-like consist
ency and, not having softened in the face of a bit of 
legislation, appears unlikely .'soon to change. This is not 
to say, .however, that the 1950 legis~ation is without any ef
fect. In addition to the added protection given · lessees 
by the recordation provision, the re-affirmance of ·.the 
lease as a real right raises ·again the possibility ·that the 

158 226 La. 911, 77 So. (2d) 533, 537 (1954). 
m 227 La. 1044, 81 So. (2d) 389 (1955). 
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concept of lesion may .be applicable,180 .. the protection. af
forded a purchaser: of immovables by. way . of warranty 
against eviction. may apply,l61 and ambiguities in the con
tract may be construed against the "seller".162 

Although the court remains adamant in its position. that 
the oil and gas .lease is not a servitude, the legislation has 
moved it so close to that category that there is little 
separating it other than the court's opinion. To the ex
tent that it may be regarded as having moved in that 
direction, the question of liberative prescription for non
user re-appears. 

So far as the mineral lease resembles anything in a 
code which was developed· in a comparatively primitive 
economy, it most closely resembles .the servitude. The 
analogy ·to the Civilian lease, unleashed in the Glassell 
case, was an unreal one. Maintained, as it has been, fol
lowing statutes underlining the real nature of this trans
action, it appears even more artificial and disorderly. On 
the other hand, the 1938 and 1950 legislation offered a 
good basis for returning to the earlier identification as 
servitude. If it provides a somewhat imperfect analogy, 
the servitude concept is nonetheless .closer and more 
realistic than that of Civilian lease. 

However, if it may be said that the Supreme Court's 
classificatimi is an unsatisfactory one, it is equally true 
that the legislature-;-possessing as it does the power to 

160 See notes 33 and 37 supra. 
161 .. · Article 2501, Louisiana Civil Code of 1870. See also note 
41 supra. 
162 See note 35 . supra. 
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creat~has· nof do~e all ' th~t 'it rhlght have. For, although . . . 

closer· iii' its nature to 'a· serVitude than it is to a Civili~u1 
lease, the oil and gas lease is in fact neither. It is some- . 
thing new and distinct iri itself-a development of the 
gasoline-engine era. Accordingly, it deserved a compre
hensive and examined legislative characterization-a 
project once begun but left uncompleted by the law
makers. 
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PARKSIDE MEDICAL SERVICES CORPORATION 

January 27, 1989 

Dear Mr. Garrison: 

NATIONAL HEADQUARTERS 
205 West Touhy Avenue 
Park Ridge, IL 60068 
312/698-4700 

I have just finished your book, "On the Trail of the Assas ins" and am 
speechless. With each turn of the page I was shocked ag n and again. 

I was 16 years old when Kennedy was murdered and even that age I wanted 
to know what really happened. I would listen to my p ents and teachers 
and some would say that we wouldn•t really know the uth for at least 

0 some 25 years. All I can say is thank you for every hing you•ve gone 
through to find out the truth. 

I -jiow;have children and I sincerely want them to lso know the truth, A-~~ 
but -I·m afraid that their textbooks will not prov·de for them what you f~ 
have found ~t'o be true. ~ 

Please, let me know if there right this terrible 
wrong. 

·-·An interesting side note - I have recommen d your book to everyone I 
()know and although they show interest in the subject~ i.t seems theres 

no follow~through. I can•t believe they can stick their heads in the 
sand like that. 

Susan Svetlik 
400 N. Elmhurst Ave. 
Mt. Prospect, IL 60056 

/,l\\ We believe in Human Ecology, the understanding and care of human beings as whole persons in 
\!J'5J light of their relationships to God, themselves, their families, and the society in which they live. 
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JOHN P. TRUESDELL 
CHARTERED FINANCIAL CONSULTANT 

CHARTERED LIFE UNDERWRITER 
REGISTERED INVESTMENT ADVISER 

COMMODITY TRADING ADVISER 

February a. 1989 

Judge Jim Garrison 
Civil Courts Building 
421 Loyola Avenue 
New Orleans. LA 7UIJ2 

Dear Jim. 

TRUESDELL ASSOCIATES 
FINANCIAL CONSULTANTS 

1133 FuLTON STREET 
FORT WAYNE, IN 46802 

(219) 422·7039 

I have just finished reading your latest 
the Trail of the Assassins". 

FERN TRUESDELL 
REGISTERED INVESTMENT ADVISER 

COMMODITY TRADING ADVISER 

entitled "On 

Words cannot describe the gratitude 
hard work in the face of the unite 
government and the medfa. 

feel for your years of 
opposition of the federal 
done the natfon a service 

for which you will 

I am trying to get everyone 
have any other ideas as 
spread. I hope you w f 1 1 

know to read the book. If you 
ow the truth may better be 
me know. 

May I also 
.additional 

write another book if and when 
available. 
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-~OUNCIL ': FOR EDUCATION-.)N: THE~-SCIENCES-,-- .. INC~--; 
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!074Ql 

Jim.Garrison 

Sheridan ·Sqaare Press 
145 West 4th St 
New York NY 10012 

Dear Mr Garrison : 

January 26 

As an associate · of :Ri91j.ard Sprague l have known .of your . 
courageous effor-ts to get t 'Qe truth about the CIA known. 

. ' 
Your book is one of the most encouraging developments in 
a long. time .and we arerecommendingit to our readers. 
Our Number One Priority as · citizens should be the tota 1 
elimination of the legal gangsters wh~ have. run this country 
and are I10W again in a position to x:uin the .world with the. 

· ascension of Bush~ Co. 

Blessings, 
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The Honorable James Garrison 
Louisiana Fourth Circuit 

Court of Appeal 
Civil Courts Building 
New Orleans, LA 70112 

410 West Maple 
Pocatello, ID 8)201 
March 29, 1989 

Re: JFK case 

Dear Judge Garrison: 

In November, 196) I was just completin 
search on the conspiracy to assassina e Lincoln. The re
sulting book, MASK FOR TREASON, The incoln Murder Trial, 
was published in April, 1965 by gt kpole. 

In effect, MASK described and de onstrated a precise form
ula for exposing high level pol tical assassination plots. 
For the next couple of years I experienced the harrassment 
by mail, phone, etc. familian to you in the late 60's. 

The engineers of the JFK " eplay" evidently assumed I would 
have applied the 11 formul to their project and was there
fore a threat. I ~ d ing so - but got the message as to 
how unhealthy it woul be to publicize anything close to 
the mark. 

By now, the 11 offic 
ly rooted in the 
version. I doub 

1 11 version of the JFK crime is as firm
story books as the 11 official 11 Lincoln 

if it will be changed in our lifetimes. 

po During your prosecution of Clay Shaw I was 
0 lando, and followed and admired your efforts. I 
material useful to your case but, in several 

w unable to reach you by mail. At this late date 
i demic, but I'd still like to make what I have avail-
able to you, beginning with a sample item I feel is essential 
to anY realistic study of the case: 

Rather than one continuous plot, beginning in early '6), there 
were two plots. The original plan was a genuine replay of the 
Lincoln scenario on the 11 lone assasin" theme. Oswald was the 
pre-motivated gunman, with George deMohrenschildt and Ruth 
Paine as co rol and baby sitter. It called for an attempt 
on JFK on un ·r in El Paso, where he was to speak on his way 
home from th exico junket for the Alliance for Progress . 
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By ate~~ Oswald' . iona~~marksman~d general 
unr ~li y were bvious ~he eng neers of whom Shaw 
may have been a minor one and the plan was aborted. The new 
plan that took shape quickly put both planning, scheduling and X' 
execution in the hands of professionals. The cast was very 
large (with only three or four of the originals) and every ~ .. -
contingency provided for, including a built-in cover-up . z._~ · 

For instance, since the parade route was to be kept~~i=l~l __ _ 
..---- the last possible mo~t, snipers' nests were set up on all -, ' 
~~~~n-rout& through Dallas from Love Field to the 

Trade Mart. · On a different route, the "lone assassin" would 
not have been named "Oswald." At the Book Building, events y· 
were far stranger than the "official" fiction or any of the . 
speculations published so far! . ~~ 

r •./ 

/1-,. ... - - ~··~-~·.__ ) 

In an article I read recently, you are quoted as not feeling_/ 
LBJ was implicated in any way. I have evidence to'tne-c~n£rary 
that I'd like to send you. It's a brief analysis, based strict
ly on official documents published in the Warren Report volumes, 
meaning they're easy to check and verify if you have the set. 
The conclusion - the only one the pattern of evidence permits -
was that LBJ was very deeply involved, if not the prime mover. 

If you would like to look at this and other material along 
similar lines, I'd be most pl~. a ·e'd to heB~ from you. 

spectfullyQ 

~~{)0fl ~(Qt-1}"-
Vaughal Shelton 
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'1 0 February 1989 

Honorable James Garrison 
Louisiana 4th Circuit Court of Appeals 
421 Loyolla Avenue 
New Orleans, - LA 70113· , 

Dear Judge Garrison: 

Carole J. Moore 
918 Crestview Road 
Vista, CA 92084 

I was surprised and delighted to read your book, 
The Assassins" recently. 

Twenty five years ago (age 16) I along with m father (who 
pointed out to me the discrepancies in the rren Report, were 
reading books, and following the many inv tigations which were 
trying to solve the Kennedy murder. My ather and I followed 
your investigations (we read. your boo and those of Mark 
Lane). 

Now, I am a mother of four . . boys~ and a paralegal in Vista, in San 
Diego County. I . am also a vol nteer with- the San Diego Suppor_t. _ 
Group for the Chris.tic Insti te. I hope. you have heard abou·t ~ 

· £his law firm which is tr¥i g to br~ng·to the public's conscience 
(in the civil trial court the truth about : ~he Contras and 
covert activities which ur present gov~~nment . is trying to hide j 

'----b-ehind in the excuse o "national security". ~- . 

As I learned about . case it brought to my mind all of the 
information I lear ed about the Kennedy assassination and how it 
really all ties ogether with the secret team at work presently 
in the Iran/Con ~a fiasco. Daniel Sheehari, the head counsel of 
the Institute as mentioned the ties that link some secret team 
members. 

owed a . few other court cases and incidences of 
between different aspects· of~ the justice system in the 

country John Mattes, •a former Feder·al Attorney;. in Miami, 
exper enced manipulation by the Justice Department (Ed Meese) in 
the ase of Jesus Garcia, who was arrested on a weapons charge. 

e cas~ was watched closely in Washington as Mr. Garcia worked 
with Clines, Hull, etc. in supporting the Contras. Mr. Mattes 
contact~d Seriator John Kerry when he learned of drug trafficking 
and guti running during his investigation~ .M~. Kerry tried to get 
s~nators and administration officials interes~ed in 
investigating this. Shortly afterward Mr. Hassenfaus' plane was 
shot down and the Iran/Contra mess was made public. 
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Senator Kerry's hearings (barely covered by the media) were 
I stopped when documents he needed were national "securitized". 

. I 
I am greatly disturbed by these maneuvers. The Christie 
Institute does jhave a good case against the defendants (29) but 
are being harassed in the one way that can really hurt them. 
Financially. Judge King (a Nixon appointee), granted the 

I 

defendants motions for over $1 million in legal and court costs. 
I This case is now in Appeal. The ruling on fees is based entirely 
I on earlier erroneous rulings by King. The defendants must be 
I worried about ~his case. The Judge seems to be dancing to their 

tune. 

Aproximately 290 
Appeals Court ~n 
has been helping 

---RI~'Y.!:_li:te-:)-•-.; 
---- - ! 

Briefs of Interest have been filed with the 
Atlanta on the Christie's behalf. )Mr. Blakey___ 
out the Insti_t.ut.e_a.s_he_h_~...!.P.ed origj_Q_ate :the_., 

his case i~ forced to be remo.ved from the courts it will be 
very sad thing 'for m~ _personally. I have · w~rk~d for a few years 
now trying to raise money (the Christie is a non profit 9roup) 
~- raise public awareness about the secret government. The 
\nres:!)of course (as · you know first hand) is not to agreeable to 

t involved in this matter. ThouO~ when the case was dismisse , 
ceived the only major media I have witnessed. 

I enjoyed your book very much and agree wit your explanation of 
the coup d'etat. I have wondered for many years about where you 
were and what you had to say after so many years. 

I heard about your book through a friend and ordered it from a 
local book store. There are many of us who do know what is going 
on and will work to bring about a change through public awareness 
and education. We won.'t give up. 

I am sorry to ramble on to you in this letter, but during my 
formative years I watched you as you tried to bring the truth to 
the court and to the public and have always wonder~d about you 
Mr. Garrison. Thank you for your personal perseverance and 
sense of justice. 
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Will you be doing speaking engagements? 

Thank you again for your book. (I will be giving it a favorable 
review in our local support group newsletter). 

I would enjoy a reply if you have the time to do so. 

Sincerely yours, 

CAROLE J. MOORE 
918 Crestview Road 
Vista, CA 92083 

cjm 
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